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SYNOPSIS
Clean air is the foremost requirement to sustain healthy lives of mankind and those of the
supporting ecosystems which in return affect the human well-being. Release of various gaseous
pollutants and particulate matter (PM) into the ambient air is enhanced enormously in the recent
times due to global industrialization. Among different air pollutants, atmospheric PM became a
serious environmental issue all over the world. Ever since the advent of the industrial era,
anthropogenic sources emissions have been increasing rapidly [1]. These sources can emit
particles having wide size ranges; out of which PM having diameter less than 10 µm is the most
important as these particles have the ability to penetrate the human respiratory system, hence
called Respirable Suspended Particulate Matter (RSPM or PM10). RSPM is generally grouped
into three modes: ultra-fine (particles having aerodynamic diameter < 0.1 µm), fine (particles
having aerodynamic diameter ≤ 2.5 µm) and coarse (particles having aerodynamic diameter
between 2.5–10 µm) [2]. Previous research studies on PM proved that, PM10 can play pivotal role
in the climate change, cloud dynamics, human health, fog formation and reducing visibility
through a variety of atmospheric processes. Hence, the studies on PM having diameter less than
or equal to 10 µm are growing day by day all over the world.
The PM air pollution is a serious issue in Asian countries especially in India because of
enormous growth in industrialization, urbanization, population, construction sector and
transportation sector [3]. According to WHO (WHO, 2015), Indian cities today are among the
most polluted areas in the world and it is estimated that outdoor air pollution leads to
approximately 6, 70,000 deaths annually [4]. Based on numerous epidemiological studies, the
national authorities of India (Central Pollution Control Board, CPCB) are introducing steps to
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control ambient pollution in India. Although, the lack of coherent policy as well as unplanned
growth across sectors is exacerbating pollution levels in most Indian cities.
In India, many studies on PM2.5 and PM10 were conducted majorly in urban areas. The
PM studies conducted previously [5-8] discussed the chemical species (inorganic and organic)
concentration variations and the sources contribution to the collected PM at urban sites. These
studies identified the sources solely based on the presence of marker/finger print elements
without any experimental confirmation.
Thorough literature survey indicates that there are no much studies reported in India on
PM pollution level, their chemical characterization and source apportionment at in and around
DAE (Department of Atomic Energy) facilities. In view of ongoing developments in India, there
is a need to extend the PM studies to the locations where DAE facilier are present.
With this adequate background current study was carried over two consecutive years i.e.,
from 2010 to 2011 at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay locations of India. Jogannapalem
(Visakhapatnam, AP) is a new DAE site, whereas, Trombay (Mumbai) is an established DAE
site. Parawada (Visakhapatnam, AP) is a suburban location near Jogannapalem. These study sites
are surrounded by many major and minor industries that may cause serious air pollution.
The Purview of the current study was to assess the PM and particle bound chemical species
concentration levels; identification and quantification of PM sources using different receptor
models; experimental confirmation of source profiles observed in receptor model and to carry
out the chemical speciation of metals bound to PM at study locations. The data that generated in
this study is important as it gives the baseline concentrations of PM10 pollution levels, trace and
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toxic metals concentrations at Jogannapalem. The source apportionment data of the present study
can also be used to plan pollution mitigation strategies at study locations.
The thesis of the proposed Ph.D. work was divided into six chapters which briefly elaborate the
work done during entire study period.
1. Introduction
2. Literature review
3. Mateirlas and Methods
4. Physico-chemical characterization of PM and chemical speciation of Arsenic at study sites
5. Source Identification and apportionment using different receptor models
6. Summery and Conclusions
The contents of each chapter are explained in brief in the following sections.
Chapter-1: Introduction
This chapter starts with a discussion on the basic need of good air quality followed by a
discussion on adverse effects of poor air quality on human health [1] as well as on environment.
Further discussion was continued on various air pollutants that are important with respect to
human and environmental health. After that, the definition of particulate matter (PM) and why
PM studies are attracting many researchers from all over the world was also discussed.
In the next topic, most important and basic property of particulate matter i.e., size was
discussed in brief [9]. This section also provided the information on the importance of studies on
PM chemical composition and the various possible sources (natural and anthropogenic) that can
contribute to PM [10]. These topics are followed by a discussion on various health effects [11] of
PM. Additionally, different analytical techniques that are used for the chemical analyses of PM
5

were also discussed [12, 13]. Different receptor model techniques that are used for the source
apportionment study was also discussed [14, 15] in detail.
At the end of this chapter, the main reasons for selecting the present study locations are
explained along with limitations of previous studies. The introduction chapter also briefly
discusses the main objectives of the present study.
Chapter-2: Literature review
This chapter mainly discussed about the various studies that are carried out on PM in recent past
[16-18]. Different kinds of instruments used in previous studies for sampling and chemical
characterization of PM were also discussed in this chapter. Information on number of source
apportionment studies been carried out till date in India were provided along with details on
various mathematical tools used for source apportionment [19-21]. This chapter also highlights
the limitations of previous studies which were carried out in India and how current study is
important with respect to previous literature was also discussed.
Chapter-3: Mateirlas and Methods
This chapter mostly discussed about the various instruments and methodologies used in the
present study for PM sampling [22, 23], particles bound elemental analyses [24], chemical
speciation and source apportionment [25]. At the beginning of the chapter, different samplers
used for PM10 sampling, their working principles were described. Chemical processing
procedures (e.g. acid and water digestion) adopted for the extraction of various chemical
constituents (metals and inorganic ions) bound to PM were also provided.
Further discussion was continued on the method optimization of destructive (Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry (AAS), Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry
6

(ICP-AES) and Differential Pulse Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry (DPASV) and Ion
Chromatography (IC)) and non-destructive analytical techniques (Energy Dispersive X-Ray
Fluorescence Spectrometry (EDXRF) and smoke stain reflectometer) for the chemical analyses
of collected PM. In the next step, the step wise approaches followed for identification and
quantification of the sources contributing to collected PM were elaborated.

Chapter–4: Physico-chemical characteristics of PM and chemical speciation of Arsenic at
sampling sites
4.1. Physico-chemical characteristics of PM at sampling sites
This chapter discussed and compared the PM10 concentration levels observed at all the
three sampling sites. Experimental results of the comparison study carried out to evaluate the
performance of PM10 samplers used (high volume sampler and Gent’s dichotomous sampler) in
the present work was also provided. Chemical characterization results of collected PM10 samples
using different analytical techniques were discussed for all the study sites. Temporal and
seasonal variations of PM10 and particulate bound chemical species were elaborated in detail.
In the present study, PM10 annual average concentrations were found to be 63.6 µg/m3,
71.4 µg/m3, 99.7 µg/m3 in 2010, whereas for 2011 the observed annual average concentrations
are 67.2 µg/m3, 76.9 µg/m3, 80.7 µg/m3 at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites,
respectively. At all the study sites, the annual average PM10 concentrations were exceeding the
Indian ambient air quality standard (60 µg/m3) [26].
For quality control and quality assurance, NIST SRM 1649a reference material and some
spiked filter samples were processed in the present study. Calibration of EDXRF for different
7

elements was checked by analyzing known thin film standards and estimated bias (if any) was
used as a correction factor to get final elemental concentrations. Inter comparison of elemental
concentrations quantified using different analytical techniques viz. ICP-AES and DPASV was
also done for few elements.
In the present study, no metal concentration was exceeded the Indian ambient air quality
standards at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. But, Ni concentration at Trombay site (33.3
ng/m3) was exceeded the NAAQ standard. Concentration variation observed for Black carbon
associated with PM was discussed along with its temporal and seasonal variations at study
locations. In the present study, high BC concentrations observed at Trombay site are explained
using HYSPLIT model.
4.2. Chemical speciation of toxic metal associated with PM
This section dedicatedly discussed the optimization of Hydride Generation Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry (HG-AAS) technique for As chemical speciation and method
validation using spiked samples. Using optimized method, chemical speciation analyses was
carried out for As in PM collected at all the study locations. Results indicate that, As exists
mostly in As+5 form.
In the current work, an attempt was made to do the chemical speciation of Cr using
catalytic adsorptive stripping voltammetry (CAdSV). Diethylene triamino pentaacetic acid
(DTPA) was used as a complexing agent for Cr speciation. Analysis was carried out as per the
standard procedures given in the literature. Due to very low concentration of Cr in PM and high
chemical interferences the Cr peak and peak shape was found to be distorted and suppressed.
Hence, the Cr speciation in PM using other analytical techniques was taken up as a future work.
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Chapter–5: Source Identification and apportionment using different receptor models
In this chapter, initial steps carried out to identify the PM sources are discussed. Later,
PMF receptor model results were elaborated for each site; in the next topic, a discussion was
made on the comparison of different receptor models viz. PCFA and PMF for the source
identification and quantification. This chapter ends with a discussion on experiments carried out
to verify the receptor model results. Source apportionment results using PMF model are briefly
discussed below.
PMF results indicate that the three study locations share five common sources viz. crustal
material, sea salt spray, coal combustion, fuel oil combustion and metal industry. The other
sources include biomass burning at Jogannapalem; road traffic source contribution was observed
at Trombay and Parawada site. Additionally, secondary aerosols source contribution was found
at Parawada.
The comparison study on the receptor models (PMF and PCFA) clearly suggests that,
PMF is more efficient in source identification and apportionment as compared to PCFA model.
In the present study, the PMF factor profiles were experimentally verified by using source
profiling technique.
Chapter 6: Summery and Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the results and overall conclusion of the present study. Few
findings of the study are given below.


Among all study sites, Trombay has the highest PM10 and particle bound chemical species
concentration followed by Parawada and Jogannapalem.
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At Trombay site, Ni annual average concentration was observed to exceed the CPCB limit
value (20 ng/m3), whereas the metals viz. As, Pb and Cd concentrations were found to be
well within the CPCB limits at all study sites.



Chemical speciation analysis of As indicates that, As predominantly exists in As+5 at all the
sampling sites.



Source identification using PMF model shows that, Jogannapalem has predominant
contribution from biomass burning activity and the least PM contribution was observed from
fuel oil combustion. Parawada and Trombay sites have major PM contribution from coal
combustion sources. From results, it can also be observed that, fuel oil combustion and road
traffic sources are having the highest contribution at Trombay site as compared to other study
sites.



Source profiling technique opted in the current work supported the PMF receptor model
results.
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Chapter-1
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

General introduction on air pollution
Clean atmospheric environment is considered to be a basic requirement for human health

and well-being. Among variety of factors influencing the human health, natural elements like the
air we breathe, food we eat, the water we drink, the radiation we are exposed to, etc. play a
crucial role [1]. Among these, air we breathe is the primary component for human life; quality of
air is a critical public health as well as environmental concern in many parts of the globe. The air
quality is deteriorated due to enormous increase in urbanization and industrialization during the
last few decades [2]. Air pollution can be defined as “the contamination of indoor or outdoor
environment by chemical, physical or biological agent that modifies the natural characteristics
of the atmosphere”. These chemicals and toxic agents can enter into the body via respiration
system and cause disorders, including mortality [3]. Household combustion devices, motor
vehicles, varioud kind of waste incinerations and industrial emissions are the common sources of
air pollution. According to WHO (last global update, 2005), outdoor and indoor air pollution
caused more than 2 million premature deaths [4]. Perhaps, the first air pollution incident took
place in 1930s in the Meuse valley of Belgium. A heavy smog (the combination of smoke and
fog) blanket settled over the valley, sickening more than 6000 and killing 63 people [5].
Although, the most famous air pollution event happened when dense smog formed over London
on December 4, 1952.
US-EPA has identified six criteria air pollutants viz. nitrogen oxides (NOx), ozone (O3), sulfur
dioxide (SO2), Particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), and lead (Pb). Among these, PM
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was considered to be one of the most dangerous air pollutants all over the world due to its
adverse effects on humans as well as on surrounding environment [6]. PM can be defined as “a
mixture of fine solid and liquid particles suspended in the air medium” and is also known as
aerosols. In a broader sense, the term applies to particles suspended in air having a lower size
(aerodynamic diameter) limit of the order of 10–3 µm and an upper limit of 100 µm. Out of this
whole size range, PM having aerodynamic diameter ≤ 10 µm are important. Air suspended
particles which are having aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 10 µm are defined as
PM10 or respirable suspended particulate matter (RSPM). Similarly, suspended particles which
are having aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 2.5 µm are defined/denoted as PM2.5 [7].

In the case of PM, it is believed that aerodynamic size, concentration of PM and
associated toxic chemical specie’s concentration play vital role in human health. The chemical
composition of PM includes semi-volatile (most organic compounds and the major inorganic
ions – ammonium, sulfate and nitrate) and non-volatile (metals, elemental carbon and few
organic compounds) species arising from both natural and anthropogenic sources [8].

It has been shown through worldwide studies that the population is at risk due to elevated
levels of PM in the atmosphere [9-14]. Fig.1.1 shows the leading causes of deaths in the world
(as of 2010). Lim et al. (2012) [15] mentioned that the household air pollution from solid fuel
burning and tobacco smoke are the major cause of these health effects. The carcinogenic organic
pollutants [16] and other toxic chemical species [17-18] are main pollutants emitted during
combustion of solid fuels. According to WHO (2015) in 2012 alone, 7 million deaths in the
world were attributable to the combined effects of ambient and household air pollution [19].
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Fig.1.1. Figure showing leading causes of global deaths and premature deaths (Source: Global Burden of
Disease (2010)) [15]

According to recent studies, there is mounting evidence that concentration of PM is
increasing in Asian countries [20]. Enormous growth in industrialization, personal vehicle
transport, waste burning, real estate, etc., and the lack of coherent policy could be the main cause
of higher pollution levels in Asian countries. Fig. 1.2 shows the PM concentration levels all over
the world. The interactive map shows that, South Asia is badly hit by pollution caused by PM.
Countries like Bangladesh, Nepal and India are placed by the WHO in a category called
“unhealthy for the sensitive people”. That means public in these countries suffering from
respiratory and heart disease, as well as elderly and children should limit outdoor exertion [21].
Air pollution in China is as bad, if not worse, than in India but according to the WHO, the PM
concentration in China and in countries such as Myanmar, Sri Lanka, South Korea and Indonesia
remains moderate. There is the least presence of particulate matter in Philippines, Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore and Japan [22].
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Indian scenario
Ambient air pollution has been identified as the fifth biggest cause of mortality in India
[23]. According to WHO study, 13 of the 20 most polluted cities in the world are in India, and it
is estimated that outdoor air pollution leads to 6, 70,000 deaths annually [15]. Fig.1.3 shows the
PM air pollution in different Indian cities over last few years. It can be observed that the
concentrations are increasing at a fast pace in most of the Indian cities. The slight decline in PM
concentrations during 2003-2006 could be due to the decrease in the local emission sources
activities and also could be due to variation in meteorological conditions.

Fig.1.2. PM Pollution levels in Asian countries and the statistics on number of deaths due to air
pollution (2010)

Re-suspended soil dust, fuel wood and biomass burning, fuel adulteration, vehicle
emission, construction activities, large variety of industrial emissions, huge waste incinerations
and crop residue burning in agriculture fields are the major sources of smoke, smog and
particulate matter pollution in India [24]. Majority of Indians still use traditional fuels such as
dried cow dung, agricultural waste, and firewood as cooking fuel at rural and suburban location.
From the most recent available nationwide study, India used 148.7 million tons coal replacement
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worth of fuel wood and biomass annually for domestic energy use [25]. This form of fuel is
inefficient source of energy, it’s burning releases high levels of smoke, PM, NOx, SOx, PAHs,
poly-aromatics, formaldehyde, carbon monoxide and other air pollutants [26-28].

Fig.1.3. Year wise concentration variation of RSPM (PM10) at residential and Industrial areas in
major cities of India (https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/28/does-air-pollution-really-shortenlife-spans/comment-page-1/)

1.2 Physico-chemical characteristics of PM
Size is the most important property of particle and it has implications on physical
properties, deposition rates, and deposition patterns within the lung, their residence time in the
atmosphere, transformation, transport and removal of particles from the atmosphere. Hence, it is
important to know the size of the atmospheric PM present in the surrounding environment.
Atmospheric particles emitted from air pollution sources have a multitude of different
shapes and densities that causes problems in measuring exact size of the particle. To overcome
this problem, Hinds (1990) [29] proposed the concept of equivalent diameter. In air pollution
studies, particle size (diameter) is normally given as the aerodynamic diameter, which refers to
the diameter of a unit density sphere of the same settling velocity as the particle in question. The
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Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) consists of all particles that remain suspended in the
atmosphere and have a diameter ranging from less than 10 nm up to 100 µm. Particles size was
classified based on different conventions viz. 1) modes, based on the observed size distributions
and formation mechanisms [30, 31]; 2) occupational health sizes, based on the entrance into
various compartments of the respiratory system [32]; 3) cut point, based on the 50% cut point of
the specific sampling device [33].
1.2.1. Chemical composition and sources of particulate matter
Knowing the chemical composition of PM is an important task in PM research area. The
generated data will be useful in comparing the toxic chemical’s concentration levels with
National ambient air quality standards, to estimate the risk associated with PM inhalation, in
determining radiative forcing effect and also in identifying the PM sources [34-36].

The

following section discusses about the various chemical species associated with PM and the most
likely sources that can contribute to PM.
A list of possible contributing sources of PM and various chemical components
associated with source emissions are shown in Fig.1.4. The major PM sources include mineral
dust, biomass burning, marine emissions, industrial emissions, vehicular emissions, etc [37].
Most likely chemical components emitted by pollution sources include crustal elements (such as
SiO2, Al2O3, FeO, Fe2O3, and CaO), inorganic ions (sulphate, nitrate, sodium, chloride, etc.),
organic and elemental carbon, trace metals and water [38].
Trace metals like V, Cr, Mn, K, S, Cu, Ni, Zn, Pb, As and Cd are an important fraction of
PM samples. The concentration of these metals depends on the season, the nature of area
(residential, industrial, rural and urban) and also on the strength of sources emitting these metals.
Many authors from all over the world have reported the association of these metals to PM [3924

45]. These metals can be contributed from anthropogenic sources like biomass burning, smelters,
and coal power plants, metal industries, petrochemical industries mining, cement industries, road
traffic and vehicular emissions [46-53]. These metals can also be contributed from natural
sources like crustal material.

Fig.1.4. Figure representing the possible sources contributing to particulate matter and their
signature molecules

Carbonaceous particles are principally consists of both elemental carbon (EC, also known
as black carbon, BC) and OC (organic carbon) and are known as soot. Soot particles absorb
organic compounds when the combustion products cool down [54]. A group of most harmful
organic substances present in aerosol is the family of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
Sources of primary carbonaceous particles in urbanized areas are fossil fuel burning
(transportation and energy production), domestic burning (cooking and heating), biomass
burning, including deforestation and agricultural waste fires [55-56].
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1.3. Health effects associated with PM
Several worldwide epidemiological and toxicological studies have proven that the
exposure to PM causes numerous health effects including increased hospital admissions,
emergency room visits, respiratory symptoms, exacerbation of chronic respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases, decreased lung function, and premature mortality [57-59]. Exposure to
PM was reported to affect lung development in children, including reversible deficits in lung
function, chronically reduced lung growth rate, and a deficit in long-term lung function [60].
Parameters and components potentially relevant for these adverse effects are the specific surface
area, the particle size and the concentrations of toxic metals, strong acids and carcinogenic
organic compounds [61]. The importance of particles size on adverse health outcomes has been
evaluated and positive relations both with PM10 and PM2.5 were found [62]; the coarse fraction
(PM10-2.5) resulted to be as strong as fine PM in increasing hospital admissions for respiratory
diseases [63], while the correlation with cardiovascular diseases is weaker [64].

1.4. Particulate matter concentration measuring techniques
As discussed above, the PM has its adverse effects on humans as well as on surrounding
environment. Hence, it is important to measure the ambient PM concentration to check the air
quality status at a given location. PM concentration can be measured using both the online and
off-line samping techniques. Online PM measuring techniques include beta-gauge [65], Tapered
Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) [65] and Optical particle counter (OPC) [66].
These in-situ techniques are proven to be efficient in measuring the PM concentrations in
different size range, but the PM samples collected using these techniques are not suitable for the
analysis of various chemical species like major, trace metals, Ions, OC and EC. The off-line
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sampling techniques are useful in measuring the PM concentrations as well as in determining the
chemical constituents concentrations associated with PM. Different off-line instruments viz. high
volume sample [67, 68], Anderson cascade impactor sampler [69, 70] and Gent’s dichotomous
sampler [71-73] are available in the market for PM sampling.
1.5. Chemical analyses of PM using different analytical techniques
As discussed in previous section, the PM is associated with different chemical species
such as inorganic ions, organic compounds, elemental carbon (or black carbon-BC), major and
trace metals. These chemical species concentrations can have a wide variation at a given location
due to changes in source emissions and atmospheric conditions. Hence, there is a need to choose
a suitable instrument to analyze wide variety of chemical species and that has wide analytical
range.
The available analytical techniques can be divided into two types viz. destructive and
non-destructive. Non-destructive techniques that are used for metal analyses include EDXRF
(Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence), Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA),
Proton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE), Proton Induced Gamma-ray Emission (PIGE), Proton
Elastic Scattering Analysis (PESA) and Rutherford Back-Scatter (RBS) measurements. Nondestructive techniques for black carbon (BC) analysis include Smoke Stain Reflectometer [35,
74-75] and Aethalometer [76-77]. Aethalometer measures the real time BC concentrations which
would increase the amount and frequency of data being collected, whereas Smoke Stain
Reflectometer is an off-line method. These non-destructive techniques although have some
advantages, but setting these facilities are of high cost and required skilled persons to do the
chemical analyses. Authors from different parts of the world [39, 44, 78-83] have analyzed the
major and trace metals associated with PM using these non-destructive analytical techniques.
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The destructive analytical techniques include mass spectrometry, atomic emission
spectrometry, atomic absorption spectrometry, voltammetry, chromatography techniques (IC and
HPLC), and carbon analyzers. These are the most common destructive analytical techniques used
for the analyses of metals, inorganic ions and organic compounds in PM [84-89].

1.6. Ambient air quality standards
Short term health impacts of air pollution have been extensively studied for developed
countries using time series and case-crossover studies [90-92]. These findings have played an
important role in determining air quality standards in the respective countries. For instance, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) reviews health research every five years to
recommend revisions to National Ambient Air Quality Standards, as mandated by the Clean Air
Act [93-94]. However, epidemiological studies, to inform air pollution policy are largely limited
in the context of developing countries such as India [95].

The daily and annual average standard values for PM10 set by USEPA are 150 μg/m3 and
50 μg/m3, respectively. The World Health Organization (WHO) also recommended air quality
guidelines to avoid significant harmful health effects on the human; the daily (24hrs.) and annual
standards of PM10 are 40 μg/m3 and 20 μg/m3, respectively [96].

In India, the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) was set up under the Air Act of
1981, with a mandate of setting and reviewing the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS). The annual and daily limits for different pollutants given by CPCB are summarized
in Fig.1.5.
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Fig.1.5. National ambient air quality standards prescribed by CPCB, India

1.7. Source apportionment of PM
Increasing levels of PM concentrations around the globe has created the need to identify
the potential PM sources at study area which will be helpful in pollution mitigation studies as
well. Source Apportionment (SA) is the practice of deriving information about pollution sources
and the amount they contribute to ambient air pollution levels. Different approaches are used to
determine and quantify the air pollution sources. But, the receptor model techniques are proven
to be simple and effective in source identification and apportionement. Some of the most
popularly used receptor model techniques are Factor analysis (FA), PCA, edge analysis (Unmix),
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chemical mass balance (CMB) and Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) [97-112]. HYSPLIT
(Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated trajectory) model [113] and CPF (Conditional
Probability Function) [114] models were used in addition to RMs to confirm the PM sources.

1.8. Previous Work and Identification of Research Problem
PM air pollution is one of the serious issues in India due to the countries enormous
growth in various sectors as mentioned above. Due to which Indian public are exposed to one of
the highest PM pollution levels in the world causing increase in number of premature deaths,
hospital admissions and respiratory diseases. Most of the PM studies conducted in India are
focused their research work on Indian mega cities such as Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai,
Bangalore, Kolkata, Chennai, etc. These studies gave information on PM concentrations; particle
bound chemical species concentration, temporal, seasonal variations and also gave information
on sources contributing to PM. These studies identified the PM sources solely based on the
presence of marker/finger print elements in the factor profiles provided by receptor models,
without any experimental confirmation of identified source via. receptor models. Thorough
literature survey indicates that, very less PM studies are reported in and around the Department
of Atomic Energy (DAE) sites. In view of country’s enormous growth in industrialization and
urbanization there is a need to extend the PM studies to DAE sites also. This is one the main
motivation to carryout the present work.
With this adequate background the present study was carried out at Jogannapalem,
Parawada and Trombay sites. Jogannapalem was chosen for the present study, as it is a new site
selected to establish DAE facilities, whereas, Trombay, is an established DAE site. All the
selected study locations are near to many major and minor industries which can cause particulate
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matter air pollution. It is important to assess the PM pollution levels and the sources contributing
to the PM at these sites. The present study results will be useful as a baseline survey for new
DAE sites (Jogannapalem) as there were no PM studies at this site till date. Whereas, the present
study at Trombay is helpful in knowing the impact of nearby industries on Tormbay air quality.
The source apportionment data of the present study can be helpful in planing PM pollution
mitigation strategies.

1.9. Objective and scope of the present study
The aim of the present study was to assess the PM10 levels, particle bound chemical
components concentration levels and to identify the sources contributing to PM using different
receptor model techniques. With this aim, the present study was carried out for two consecutive
years (2010 to 2011) at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites of India with following
objectives;
1) Collection of PM10 and assessing the PM10 concentration levels at selected study
locations.
2) Chemical characterization of collected PM using different analytical techniques
including destructive and non-destructive techniques.
3) Studying the temporal and seasonal variations of PM10 and particle bound chemical
constituents at study sites.
4) Identification and quantification of the sources contributing to collected PM using
different receptor model techniques.
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The frame work of the current study is represented in the form of flow chart as shown below.
Collection of PM10 for two
consecutive years at study
locations

Estimation of PM10
concentration levels
and comparing with
NAAQS, India

Temporal and
seasonal variation
study of PM10

Chemical characterization of
collected PM using different
analytical techniques (AAS,
ICP-AES, DPASV, IC, SSR
and EDXRF)

Temporal and seasonal
variation study of
chemical constituents
associated with PM

Method optimization
for Arsenic chemical
speciation analysis in
PM using HG-AAS

Inter comparision
of analytical
techniques for
metal analysis

Element to element
correlation analysis
study
Crustal enrichment
factor analysis of
chemical constituents

Source apportionment
using PMF and PCFA
Comparison of
receptor model results

Experimental
verification of
receptor model results
Fig. 1.6. Flow chart representing the present study frame work
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Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1. Previous studies on PM
Thorough literature survey is mandatory to select the right problem that has not been
covered earlier and will enlighten some new outcomes. This chapter discusses the PM studies
that are carried out previously. Various analytical techniques that are used for the chemical
characterization of PM and receptor models that are used for the source identification studies are
discussed in detail.
In India, PM studies were carried out in different mega cities viz, Hyderabad, Delhi,
Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai, Kanpur, etc. [42, 50, 115-120] covering both the residential as well
as industrial areas. Within India, the largest cities and the Indo-Gangetic basin have been
identiﬁed as areas with the most severe air pollution [121]. The annual average of PM10
concentrations in Indian cities are observed to be 94.7±45.4 µg/m3 in Pune, 73.1±33.7 µg/m3 in
Chennai, 118.8±44.3 µg/m3 in Indore, 94.0±20.4 µg/m3 in Ahmedabad, 89.4±12.1 µg/m3 in
Surat, 105.0±25.6 µg/m3 in Rajkot [122], 98.72–276.64 µg/m3 in Varanasi [123], 285.60 ± 145–
491.92 ± 234 µg/m3 in Delhi [124], 95–320 µg/m3 in Coimbatore, [125], 220.5–352.7 µg/m3 in
Mithapur [126] and 107.84–176.07 µg/m3 in Hyderabad [42] and are found to be exceeding the
Indian NAAQS (60 µg/m3). A number of previous studies have reported an enhancement in
anthropogenic emissions during last few years in several India cities leading to high
accumulation of toxic chemical constituents (e.g. metals, ions, organic pollutants, etc.) in PM10
[127-131] indicating the serious contamination of atmospheric air in India.
There are large numbers of studies reported especially in Delhi and Kanpur region. The
outcomes of previous studies and their drawbacks are brief discussion in the following section.
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Pandey et al., (2017) [123] carried out the speciation of carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic metal
(Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd and Pb) in respirable suspended particulate matter (RSPM)
using sequential extraction procedure (SEP) in ambient air of Varanasi, India. Scanning Electron
Microscope-Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) was used to assess weight
percentage of elements. His study reported that PM contains signiﬁcant wt% of Cu, Zn, Cd and
Pb at study locations. His study doent reported the source apportionment results for studied area.
Tiwari et al., (2013) [132] reported the PM10 levels and analyzed the inorganic ions and
metals bound to PM at Delhi. Source apportionment was carried using, UNMIX 6.0 and Positive
Matrix Factorization (PMF 3.0). Four factors were derived to explain sources of PM10 (crustal
origin, road-traffic and secondary aerosols). But, experimental confirmation of sources was not
done.
Kulshrestha et al., [118] monitored PM concentration levels at rural and urban locations
of Agra. He observed very low difference in PM concentration levels at rural and urban
locations. In his study, chemical characterization of PM was carried out and the data was used
for source identification using factor analysis technique. No experimental data was reported to
confirmation of sources identified using receptor model technique.
A very short term (3 months) study on PM was reported at rural and suburban location of
Roorkee, northern India [119]. His study showed that PM10 concentrations are much higher than
the proposed CPCB standards for ambient PM levels in rural site. The study does not give any
information on PM sources rural site. Another short term PM study was reported by Shandilya et
al., (2007) [120] at rural industrial location of Delhi area. The study compared the PM10 and
PM2.5 levels at rural and urban industrial locations of Delhi without discussing the source
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responsible for observed PM at study location. Smilarly, the PM concentration levels at rural
locations of Allahabad were reported by Kushwaha et al., (2013) [135].
Sharma et al., (2005) [133], carried out PM10 study at Kanpur and samples are analyzed
for heavy metals and benzene-soluble organic fraction (BSOF) in PM. The study concluded that
the overall air quality in the city of Kanpur was much inferior to other cities in India and abroad.
This study reported that the heavy metals were almost 5–10 times higher than levels in European
cities.
Dubey et al., (2012) [134] measured PM10 in Jharkhand and analyzed only few trace
metals using AAS. His study showed that, Fe was the major metal in PM10 at study location
followed by Cu and Zn. This study carriedout the source apportionment using Factor Analysis–
Principal Component Analysis considering only few selected trace metals associated with PM.
The major sources of airborne trace metals identified were mainly coal mining and associated
activities, emissions from automobile exhaust and industries, resuspended soil dust and earth
crust, biomass burning, oil combustion, and fugitive emissions.
Some PM studies which are carried out at rural, suburban and urban locations of other
countries includes China, USA, Malaysia, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Australia, Switzerland, etc. [136151]. These studies discussed the PM and associated chemical species concentration levels at
study sites. Source apportionment study was carried out using different receptor model
techniques. The out comes of few studies are discussed below.
Masiol et al., [141] conducted a PM study at coastal site of Italy. An improved
application of the factor cluster analysis (FCA) is presented in his study. The identified sources
of PM10 were sea spray (23%), secondary aerosol (21%), anthropogenic local pollution (13%)
and combustions (8%). The main drawback of this study was that it was conducted for only 4
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months. The nature of sources and their contribution could be different if the study was
conducted for long period covering all seasons.
Li et al., 2014 [148] observed similarities in PM10 concentrations between urban and rural
areas of China. His study reported that, over 40% of the measurements were exceeded the
national ambient air quality standard at study areas. He attributed the strong localized emissions
and solid fuels combustion in house holds for observed severe contamination at study areas.
Aldabe et al., [152] carried out chemical characterisation and source apportionment of
PM at rural, urban and traffic sites of North of Spain. He reported that the mean PM
concentrations were below the annual limit value for PM10 established by the European Directive
2008/50/EC. PMF model identified four sources for PM10 at study sites viz. crustal, secondary
sulphate, secondary nitrate and sea-salt. But the study did not report any experimental
verification of observed sources.

2.2. Chemical characterization of PM
A chemical analysis of PM is an important aspect in PM related research studies.
Chemical analysis data of PM can be useful in many ways i.e., in source apportionment studies,
in assessing inhalation health risk, in calculating radiative forcing effect, etc. The PM in general
is associated with wide varieties of chemical species such as inorganic ions, metals, organic
compounds and elemental carbon as discussed above. Different analytical techniques are
required to quantify wide variety of chemical costituents in PM.
Quantification of metals in PM is important as CPCB and USEPA have given annual
safety limits to some toxic metals (As, Ni, Pb and Cd). There are varieties of instruments that are
available in the market for the metal analysis. Many authors from all over the world [153-160]
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have used destructive techniques (ICP-MS, AAS, ICP-AES), for the quantification of trace and
major metals. Similarly, some authors [161-164] have used the non-destructive techniques
(PIXE, INAA and XRF) for the quantification of metals in PM. Ion chromatography (IC) is the
most famous and reliable technique to quantify the inorganic ions. Many authors [141, 152, 165166] have used IC to quantify the inorganic ions in PM.
Analysis of organic carbon (OC) and black carbon (BC) content associated with PM have
gained importance because of their influence on climate and human health [167]. BC is
possesses a strong capability of absorbing solar radiation and is considered to play an important
role in global climate change as it causes positive radiative forcing. It is listed as the second most
important component of global warming after CO2 [168]. Various analytical techniques such as
HPCL, GC-MS, Aethalometer, smoke stain reflectometer and Thermo-Optical Transmittance
techniques are available for the quantification of OC and BC in PM. Various researchers from
around the world [169-176] have used above mentioned instruments for the quantification of OC
and BC in PM. The PM studies carried out in India, have reported water soluble inorganic ions
[177-178], metals [42,128-130], BC and OC [179-183] in many Indian cities.

2.3 Source Apportionment of PM
Many previous studies have accomplished this task using emission inventories, sourceoriented models and receptor-oriented models [98-102]. The schematic diagram of different
model’s approach for source identification is shown in Fig.2.1.
Emission inventories are detailed compilation of the emissions from all source categories
in a certain geographical area and within a specific year. Emissions are estimated by multiplying
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the intensity of each relevant activity (activityrate) by a pollutant dependent proportionality
constant (emission factor).
Source oriented or dispersion model is the mathematical simulation of how air pollutants
disperse in the ambient atmosphere. The dispersion models are used to estimate the downwind
ambient concentration of air pollutants or toxins emitted from sources such as industrial plants,
vehicular traffic or accidental chemical releases. They can also be used to predict future
concentrations under specific scenarios [97-98].

Fig.2.1. Schematic diagram representing the source and receptor oriented model’s
approach for the source apportionment of PM

Receptor oriented model
Receptor-oriented or receptor model (RM) is the application of multivariate statistical
methods for the identification of PM sources and quantitative apportionment of air pollutants to
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their sources [99]. The foundation of all receptor based models is mass conservation which may
simply be explained by Eq. 1:
X=G x H+ e

(1)

Where, ‘X’ is the elemental concentration profile at the receptor site, ‘G’ denotes the
source contribution which needs to be measured, ‘H’ is the source profile and ‘e’ denotes error
between the measured and predicted concentrations. However, mass balance equation itself
based on certain assumptions is critical for specific RM techniques than for others [100].
It is usually impractical to conduct an emission inventory study on all the major air
pollution sources in a large region. Hence, the best alternative technique that is being followed
by many researchers all over the world for source apportionment is the receptor-oriented models
[101]. RMs identifies the sources based on presence of specific signatory molecules which
virtually establish missing links between sources and receptors [100]. During the last few years,
these models have been accepted for developing effective and efficient air quality management
plans. Different RMs including principal component analysis/absolute principal component
scores (PCA–APCS) [102-104], Factor analysis (FA) [105], edge analysis (Unmix) [106-107],
chemical mass balance (CMB) [108] and positive matrix factorization (PMF) [109-111] have
been applied to identify and establish the sources contribution to observed ambient PM
concentrations.
Other models such as HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory) and CPF (Conditional Probability Function) are in use to identify the source
direction. These models are used to support the receptor model results. The CPF is a simple but
effective technique for providing directional information concerning major sources (Vedantham
et al., 2013) [112]. Bae et al. (2011) [113] used a CPF technique to identify the directionality of
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sources contributing to observed pollutant concentrations. Coupling of CPF technique with back
trajectory calculations enhances the information on mid to long distance sources [113].
HYSPLIT is the most widely applied air trajectory model which is capable of establishing
source-receptor relationships over long distances [114]. HYSPLIT moves backward in time to
calculate the possible origin of an air parcel arriving at a receptor at a particular time.

2.3.1. Source Apportionment studies in India
Understanding the potential sources of the particulate matter in the ambient air is
important for air quality management. Source apportionment technique quantifies the
contribution of individual sources to particulate mass loading based on source and receptor
characteristics [152].
During the recent past, the receptor model techniques are proven to be simple and
effective in identifying the sources. The concept of RMs is based on proper identification and
quantification of specific signatory molecules which virtually establish missing links between
sources and receptors [184]. Chemical signatures of specific sources are extremely sensitive and
may undergo chemical phase transformations and eventually be masked, which critically limits
its applications as a tracer. Therefore, selection of the specific RMs for SA studies is extremely
important as only few RMs can tolerate deviations of pre-identified assumptions [100-101].
A number of SA studies for different atmospheric pollutants with some degree of
certainty are carried out in India with majority of studies being conducted using receptor models
(RMs) based on monitored particulate concentrations and their chemical profile [185-186].
Initially, during 1960s to 1990s, SA was only conducted through multivariate statistical models
based on factor analysis and PCA as speciated emission inventories and source proﬁle
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information were extremely limited. Until 1990s, there were only 9 publications (10% of total)
available typically originated using EF (42%) and FA (33%), while only 3 instances were there
when advanced RMs like PCA (17%) and CMB (8%) were in use [184]. Unavailability of
regional source profile may possibly restrict the use of advanced RM. It was only during the
second half of the 20th century that source proﬁling of airborne particulates has been initiated
[187-188] before which USEPA speciate database was only available to explore. Since 2010–14,
a total of 81 publications were found involving many advanced RMs likewise PCA (36%), PMF
(15%), UNMIX (3%) and CMB (10%) [184]. Fig. 2.2, shows how the number of SA studies are
increased over the years, indicating their reliability and effectiveness in source identification.
For the entire SA study, most preferred particulate metrics were PM10 (41%) followed by
PM2.5 (26%) and SPM (22%). In India, considerable amount of particulate SA was carried out
from 2010 and 5 years of research resulted to staggering 44 publications (49% of total) [184].
Besides these RMs, some authors have used HYSPLIT [189,190] and CPF [191, 192] for the
verification of receptor model results. Table 2.1 summarizes the various SA studies that are
carried out in the recent past using different receptor model techniques in India.

Table 2.1. Source apportionment studies that are carried out in India
Receptor model

SA Studies

PCA

[185,193, 194]

UNMIX

[132, 195]

PMF

[153, 131, 194]

CMB

[186, 196-200]
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Fig.2.2. Decadal variation of SA studies in India Fig. adopted from [195]

Fig.2.3. shows the geographical distribution of SA studies that have been conducted in
India. It is evident that most of SA studies have been performed in and around Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Kolkata with some contributions from Hyderabad, Tirupati, Durg, Kanpur, Agra
and Chandigarh.

Fig.2.3. Geographic distribution of RMs for SA studies in India [184]
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Region wise source apportionment studies in India
Large heterogeneities have been recognized in terms of regional SA studies within India.
Characteristically, 40% of SA studies have been originated in Northern India (N: 43, 40%) with
22% of apportionments from Delhi itself. Western India (W: 31, 29%) has also been studied
extensively representing 29% of the total publications. Both Southern (S: 12, 11%), and East and
Central India (E & C: 21, 20%) have been briefly studied in terms of particulate SA,
predominately in Kolkata (6%) and Chennai (5%). Such meta-analysis clearly identifies four
definite circles (viz. Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai) which share 47% of the total SA
studies in aggregate [184].

Table 2.2 to 2.5 gives the list of different SA studies that are carried out in India using
different receptor model along with identified source and their percentage contributions.

Table 2.2 Summary of topical CMB applications for particulate source apportionment
Location and time
frame

Targeted
metric

Tracer species used

Hyderabad (Nov
2005–Dec2006)
(summer, winter and
monsoon)

PM10

Cl-, SO42-, NO3-, NH4+,
Na, Mg, Ca,
Al, Si, K, Fe, OC, EC

Bengaluru, Chennai,
Delhi, Kanpur,
Mumbai and Pune
Chennai (November
2008–April 2009)

PM10

39 elements, 12 ions,
EC, OC

PM10

Ag, Al, As, B, Ba, Be,
Bi, Ca, Cd, Co,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, K, Li,
Mg, Mn, Mo,
Na, Ni, Pb, Rb, Se, Sr,
Te, Tl, V, Zn,
Na+, NH4+, K+, Ca2+,
Mg2+, Cl-, NO2-, SO42-,
NO3-
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Sources identiﬁed
Vehicular emissions (30%),
vehicular with resuspension dust
(30–45%), coal combustion (7–
20%) Road dust resuspension
(15%), coal combustion (11–36%),
open waste burning (10%).
Unpaved road dust, electric arc
furnace, wood combustion chulha,
wood ﬁred boilers.
Diesel exhaust (43–52%), gasoline
exhaust (6–16%), paved road dust
(0–2.3%), brake lining dust (0.1%),
brake pad wear dust (0.1%), marine
aerosol (0.1%), cooking (0.8%)

Reference
[126]

[186]
[156, 193]

Table 2.3 Summary of topical PCA applications for particulate source apportionment

Location
and time
frame
Agra (Jan
2008–May
2009)

Targeted
metric

Tracer species
used

Sources identiﬁed

Reference

PM10

Fe, Zn, Cu, Cd,
Cr, Mn, Ni, Pb

Automobile (37.06%), chalk dust and soil (36.07%),
metal processing (15.17%),
vehicular emission and soil dust (47.56%), vehicular
wear and tear (33.79%), garbage burning and other
activities (17.98%).

[201]

Agra
(March
2007–Feb.
2008)

PM10

Wind blown dust, re-suspended dust, dust from paved
and unpaved roads, and undisturbed soil, agricultural,
and construction activities (55.47%), emission
associated different process of vehicular movement
(16.90%), industrial process (9.04%), biomass burning
(7.34%), and secondary inorganic origin (4.55%)

[202]

Pune
Urban site
(June 2011
and May
2012)

PM10

Na, Mg, Al, Si, S,
Ca, Sc, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn,
As, Br, Rb, Cd,
Ba,
Pb, NH4+, K+,
SO42-, NO3-., F-,
ClCu, Zn, Mn, Fe,
Ba, Ca, Co, Cr,
K, Na, Ni, Pb, Sr,
Cd, Al, Mg

Tire and brake drum abrasion, biomass burning, waste
incineration (52.5%), trafﬁc emission, geogenic origin
(14.4%)

[203]

Table 2.4 Summary of topical PMF applications for particulate source apportionment
Location
and time
frame

Targeted
metric

Tracer species used

Sources identiﬁed

Reference

Delhi
(2010)

PM10

Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl,
K, Ca, Cr, Ti,
Fe, Zn, Mn, NH3, Cl-,
SO42-, NH4+, NO3-

Soil dust (20.7%), vehicular emissions
(17.0%), secondary inorganic aerosol (21.7%),
sea salt (4.4%), fossil fuel combustion
(17.4%), biomass burning (14.3%), and
industrial emission (4.5%)

[153]

Chennai
(November
2008–April
2009)

PM10

Na+, NH4+, K+, Ca2+,
Mg2+, F-, NO2-, NO3-, and
SO42-, Cl-, Ag, Al, As, B,
Ba, Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, K, Li, Mg,
Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Rb,
Se, Sr, Te, Tl, V, Zn

Marine aerosol (40.4%), secondary inorganic
aerosol (22.9%), vehicular emissions (16%),
biomass burning (0.7%), tire and brake wear
(4.1%), soil (3.4%), other sources (12.7%)

Ahmedabad
(December
2006–
January
2007)

PM10

Cd, Pb, Fe, Al, Ca, Mg,
Ba, Sr, Cr, Cu, Mo, Zn,
Ni, Co, Mn, Na, Ca2+,
Mg2+, NH4+, Cl-, NO3-, K,
OC, EC, SO42-

Mineral dust (34%), biomass burning (33%),
Industrial or/and incineration emissions (11%),
coal-based power stations/industrial/vehicular
emissions (31%)
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[156,196]

[197]

Table 2.5 Summary of topical UNMIX applications for particulate source apportionment
Location
and time
frame
Kanpur
(July,
2008–May,
2009)

Targeted
metric

Tracer species used

Sources identiﬁed

Reference

PM10

F-, Cl-, NO3-, PO43, SO42-,
As, Ca, Co, Cr, Cd, Mg,
Fe, Ni, Pb, Cu, Zn, V, Se.

Secondary sources (39%), vehicular emissions
(24%), road dust (14%), un-apportioned
(12%), coal combustion (11%)

[195]

Delhi 2008

PM10

Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, K,
Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Zn, As, Br, Sr, Ba, Pb,
Cd, Sn and Sb, Cl-, NO3-,
SO42-, Na+, NH4+, K+,
Mg2+ and Ca2+

Vehicular emissions (60%) followed by
crustal elements as a major source

[132]

From literature study it was understood that there are many studies reported at an urban
residential as well as urban industrial locations. But, very less PM related studies are reported in
and around the existing and new DAE sites. This is the main motivation to conduct the present
study at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites. The Jogannapalem is a new site selected
for establishing DAE facilities. This site is surrounded by various industries that can cause PM
air pollution. Similarly, Trombay is also a DAE site that is surrounded by major and minor
industries. There is a need to assess the PM pollution levels and the sources contributing to PM
at Jogannapalem before establishing DAE facilities to have a baseline data on air pollution
status. The present study data at Trombay will be helpful in assessing the changes in PM sources
over the years. Parawada site was chosen for the present study since it is close to Jogannapalem
site and surrounded by various industries which can also contribute to air pollution. The present
study results will be helpful as a baseline survey for the new DAE site and in knowing the impact
of surrounding industries on DAE sites.
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CHAPTER 3
Materials and Methods
This chapter mainly discusses about the sampling sites and the various industries that are
present near the sampling sites. The working principles of PM samplers used in the present study
are discussed in detail. Chemical processing procedures adopted for the extraction of particle
bound chemical species from collected filter papers were also explained. Details on different
analytical techniques used for the analyses of various chemical species are provided along with
optimization procedures to get good sensitivity and selectivlity. This chapter ends with the
discussion on the receptor models used for source apportionment study.

3.1. Sampling sites description
Topography of Visakhapatnam is surrounded by hill ranges on three sides and sea on the
other side and is often called as bowl area for assessment of environmental related issues [204].
Visakhapatnam is presently witnessing a boom in industrialization and a consequent explosion in
population (Growth over the decade 2001-2011 was 11.89%). Fig. 3.1a and 3.1b illustrates the
PM sampling locations along with list of industries present near the sampling sites.
Site 1: Jogannapalem is a rural area in Atchuthapuram Mandal with a Bay of Bengal on
one side and residential area with paddy fields on the other side. Many industries such as alloy
industry, equipment manufacturing industry, metal manufacturing industry, granite industry,
power plant, metal extraction plant, textile industry etc., are present just few kilometers away
from this sampling site as shown in Fig 3.1a. At this site, people were mostly dependent on wood
and wood coal burnings for cooking and other purposes.
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Site 2: Parawada is a suburb Mandal in Visakhapatnam district and surrounded by many
industries such as steel plant, thermal power plant (TPP), fertilizer industries, petroleum
industries, chemical, pharma industries, etc. This site is far away from Bay of Bengal as
compared to Jogannapalem site. Visakhapatnam port is also near to this site as compared to
Jogannapalem site. Being suburban location, vehicular emissions are also higher at this site.
Site 3: Trombay is a northeastern part of Mumbai represents an area of about 25 sq. km.
The sampling site is located about 20 km from the Mumbai main center with the Arabian Sea on
one side and an industrial area on the other side. As shown in Fig. 3.1b, thermal power plant
operating on coal/oil, oil refineries, fertilizer complex, chemical, paint industries and small scale
metal industries are situated near the sampling site. Several other industrial areas such as MIDCTaloja, Turbhe, TTC, etc. are also present near the sampling site. Mumbai port and Jawaharlal
Nehru (NhavaSheva) port are the largest ports in India and handle liquid chemicals, crude
petroleum products, etc. Both these port areas are few kilometers away from the sampling site as
shown in Fig. 3.1b. Mumbai is a densely populated city and affected by worst traffic in India.
Soil samples were collected from all major industries such as thermal power plant, steel
plant, alloy industry, oil refineries, iron ore industry and metal industries. Soil samples are also
collected from road side where vehicular movement is high near Parawada and Trombay sites.
Soil sampling locations are also shown in Fig. 3.1a, b. Multiple numbers of soil samples (10 to
15) are collected from each industry of interest. The collected soil samples from each location
are mixed to get one representative sample for that industry. These samples are analyzed for
metals content using EDXRF and elemental profiles obtained are used to compare with receptor
model factor profiles to confirm the model results.
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Fig.3.1a. Figure showing Jogannapalem, Parawada PM sampling locations (shown with red
color) and nearby industries

Fig.3.1b. Figure representing the Trombay PM sampling location along with nearby industries
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3.2 Meteorological conditions at sampling sites
At Visakhapatnam, predominantly three seasons are experienced i.e. summer (March to
June), monsoon (July to October) and winter (November to February). The average high
temperatures (33-350C) were observed during March to June, whereas average minimum
temperatures were found in the range of 18-190C during December and January. The wet season
at Visakhapatnam persists mainly during the south-west monsoon with a total annual
precipitation of 955 mm (38 inches). The maximum rainfall was observed in the range of 133 to
179 mm, during July to October months. Relative humidity was in the range of 68-78% with
least value during May month. Wind speed was observed in the range of 4.3 to 6.4 m/s with
annual average of 5.4 m/s. The highest wind speed is observed in July (6.4 m/s) and August (6.3
m/s) months followed by June (6.1 m/s) and April (5.8 m/s). The predominant wind directions at
Visakhapatnam are SW and NE with 37.9% and 17.6% respectively.

At Mumbai, the mean maximum temperature is about 32 °C (90 °F) in summer and 30 °C
(86 °F) in winter, while the average minimum temperatures are 25 °C (77 °F) and 20.5 °C
(68.9 °F) in summer and winter respectively. Mumbai receives heavy rainfall during the
monsoon season from July to September (300 to 800 mm) with an annual rainfall of 2240 mm.
During winter the winds are generally calm and come from the north and northeast direction and
during monsoon season the winds come from the southwest direction which are stronger, moist
and from marine areas. The wind speed at the study site varies from 0.5 to 7.5 m/s during
summer and winter, whereas the wind speed increased to as high as 17 m/s during monsoon
season.
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3.3. PM10 samplers
The objective of the study includes chemical characterization of PM using different (both
destructive and non-destructive) analytical techniques. Accordingly two types of PM samplers
are used in the present study. Two different samplers includes high volume sampler (Envirotech
make model 460NL) and low volume sampler (Gent’s sampler) were used for PM10 samples
collection. In high volume sampler, PM samples were collected on Whatman EPM 2000 glass
fiber filter paper (8’’ X 10”), whereas in Gent’s sampler, PM was collected on nuclepore
polycarbonate filter of diameter 47mm. Sampling was carried out at about 15 m from ground
level at all the sites. The ﬁlter papers used for the collection of PM samples were preconditioned
(48 h in desiccators under the conditions of temperature of 25 ± 20C and relative humidity 50 ±
5%) before and after sampling. After sampling, all the loaded filters are transported to lab by
keeping them in a clean polyethylene covers with a proper coding on it. The working principal
and the other technical details of the PM samplers used in the present study are discussed below.

3.3.1. High Volume Sampler (HVS)
In the present study, Envirotech make high volume sampler, model APM-460 NL
(illustrated in Fig.3.2) was used for PM sample collection. The sampler contains a cyclone body
to separate the particles of size less than 10 µm. A standard regenerative suction pump is used
for sucking the ambient air. Sucked air when enters into a cone body, the air makes rotating
motion at high speed leading to separation of large particles (>10 µm). These separated particles
fall through the cyclone conical hopper and are collected in the dust cup placed at the bottom of
cone body. The air containing the particles with diameter < 10 µm (PM10) exit through the
cylindrical outlet, and get collected on the glass fiber filter paper. In the current study,
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samples are collected at an average flow rate of 1.1 m3/min. The instrument is provided with a
time totalizer to record the duration of sampling. Time readings were noted before and after each
sampling occasion to determine the duration of the sampling. This sampling time is again
converted into volume using average flow rate.

Fig.3.2. Picture of High volume sampler (Envirotech make, model APM 460NL)

3.3.2. Gent’s sampler
In Gent’s sampler, air enters the unit through an impactor stage, where particles of size
greater than 10 µm were removed through impaction. The air is then drawn through a Stacked
Filter Unit (SFU). The schematic diagram of sampling head with the pre-impaction stage is
depicted in Fig.3.3. The sampler was operated at an average flow rate of about 16 Lpm. At this
flow rate the pre-impaction stage inside the container has 50% collection efficiency for particles
having 10 µm equivalent aerodynamic Diameter (AD, Acts as a PM10 inlet). Dry gas meter is
provided to measure the total volume of air sampled in 24 hrs time period. Mass of the loaded
polycarbonate filters were then measured by gravimetry and subsequently analyzed for the
chemical components using EDXRF.
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Fig.3.3. Schematic diagram of Gent sampler’s [SFU (left) and Gent sampling unit (right)]

The samplers are calibrated once in a year by the instrument supplier. For good sampling
efficiency, SFU of Gent’s sampler and cyclone part of high volume sampler were cleaned. Also
the impactor of SUF is greased once in a month. The sampling was carried out twice in a week
covering all the days in a given month. A total of 153, 158 and 160 samples were collected at
Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites respectively.

In the present study, weighing of all the ﬁlter samples was carried out using Mettler
(Model AE240) weighing balance that has sensitivity of 10 µg. All the loaded conditioned filters
were weighed thrice and the readings are averaged to get the accurate mass. Final PM10
concentrations were determined by subtracting the pre-sampling filter weight from post sampling
filter weight and obtained net mass was divided with total air volume to get PM10 concentration
in µg/m3.
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3.4. Chemical processing procedures
One portion of the sample ﬁlters were soaked in mixed acid (HNO3 and HClO4) and kept
on a hot plate at high temperature until the mix solution was boiled and clariﬁed [118, 154].
After complete digestion, sample solution was slowly reduced to near dryness at low temperature
to remove excess acid. Then, 0.25% HNO3 was added to the above sample and resulting solution
was ﬁltered into 25 ml volumetric ﬂask. A separate digestion procedure was used for Arsenic
extraction using high purity concentrated HCl and HNO3 as discussed by Guor-Cheng [205].
Metals (Al, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Pb and Cd) analyses was carried out using an
Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometer (ICP-AES, Jobin Yvon, Model
ULTIMA 2), ﬂame atomic absorption spectrometer (AAS, GBC-Avanta) system and a
voltammetry instrument (Metrohm make Autolab Model 693VA Processor equipped with a 663
VA stand). ICP-AES was used for the analyses of Al, Mn, Cr, V, Fe, Ni, and Zn, whereas an
analysis of Pb, Cu and Cd was carried out using voltammetry system and As was analyzed using
AAS by hydride generation technique.

Another portion of the glass ﬁber ﬁlters were treated with deionized water (resistivity
18.2 MΩ.cm) for the extraction [206] of water soluble ions bound to PM10 viz. chloride (Cl-),
nitrate (NO3-), sulfate (SO42-) sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), calcium (Ca2+) and Magnesium
(Mg2+). Ion Chromatography (Metrohm make, Model IC 733) was used for the analysis of these
ions under optimized conditions. In the present study, anion analysis was carried out using metro
SepA Supp5 column, whereas for cation analysis Metrosep cation 1-2 columns was used.
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Loaded PM10 filter paper was cut into
small pieces

PM filter pieces were taken in a clean
beaker
Electronic grade Con. HClO4and Con. HNO3 were added
(1:4) to sample beaker

15ml concentrated
electronic grade HCl was
added to the sample beaker

Refluxed on Hot plate
for 8- 10 Hrs. digestion

Heated at low
temperature on hot plate
for 8- 10 Hrs. digestion

Excess acid mixture is
evaporated to near dryness.

Excess acid was slowly
evaporated to near dryness

Final solution was prepared in 25
ml volumetric flask using 0.25%
electronic grade HNO3

Final solution was filtered into 25
ml volumetric flask using 30%
electronic grade HCl

Fig.3.4a. Flow chart of steps involved in acid digestion of PM for metals extraction
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Loaded PM10 filter paper was cut into
small pieces
PM filter pieces were taken in a
clean flask
Filter pieces were treated with
deionized water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ)
The flasks then immersed in
ultrasonic bath and sonicated for an
hour
Resulting solution was filtered into
standard volumetric flask using
0.45µm filter paper
Fig.3.4b. Flow chart of steps involved in water digestion of PM for ions extraction

No chemical processing steps were followed for the elemental analyses of PM collected
on polycarbonate filter papers using EDXRF technique. Intense care was taken in the sample
preservation and analysis. Similarly, no sample preparation was followed for BC analysis using
smoke stain reflectometer.
In the present study, ﬁeld blank ﬁlters are digested in same way as discussed above to
quantify the metals and ions present in the blank filters. The resulting filter blank solutions are
analyzed for metals and ions using diferent analytical technique. These blank filter
concentrations are substracted from the concentrations obtained in the sample filter to get the
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actual chemical species concentrations. The metals and ionic content of blank filter papers are
presented in the results and discussion section.

3.5. Analytical instruments for chemical analyses
As discussed earlier various analytical techniques are available in the market for the
chemical characterization of PM. Each and every instrument has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Considering the instrumental parameters such as capability to analyze multiple
elements in short period of time, sensitivity, selectivity, detection limits, repeatability for a set of
elements one has to carefully select the proper instrument for the sample analyses. In the present
study, chemical analyses were carried out to quantify the metals, inorganic ions and black carbon
concentrations associated with PM at all the sampling sites.

All the chemical species cannot be measured using single analytical instrument. Hence, in
the present study, multiple numbers of instruments (destructive and non-destructive) were used
for the wide range of chemical species analysis. The selected instruments have different
sensitivity and detection limits for a given elements of interest. For eg. ICP-AES has good
sensitivity and low detection limits for Al, V, Ni, Cr, etc, hence ICP-AES was chosen for their
analysis. Similarly, DPASV has good sensitivity and very low detection capability for Pb, Cu
and Cd. Hence, in the present study, samples which contain very low Pb, Cd and Cu
concentrations are analyzed by using DPASV method. AAS was used for Arsenic analysis that
has very good selectivity and sensitivity for As. Some other elements are also analyzed using
AAS because of its high selectivity. Ions are analyzed using IC because of its high sensitivity
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and low detection limits. Details on method optimization procedures followed to achieve good
sensitivity for the analysis of chemical species of interest are discussed in the following section.

3.5.1. Atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS)
AAS is an analytical technique that was used to quantify the trace and major metals in
various environmental matrices such as soil, water, biological samples, sediment and particulate
matter [118, 207-208]. This analytical technique has good selectivity leading lower elemental
interferences during metal analysis. Following section gives the details of the instrumental
parameters that were optimized for metal analyses.

In the present study, GBC make AAS system (model Avanta-∑) was used for the metal
analysis in PM10. The AAS picture in our laboratory is shown in Fig.3.5.

Fig.3.5. Picture of a flame atomic absorption spectrometer (GBC make, model Avanta-∑)
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FAAS is a suitable technique for determining metals at lower part per million (ppm)
concentration levels with good precision [209]. FAAS technique fecilitate fast samples analysis
(2-5s per sample) with very good precision (repeatability) [210]. Using this system, elements
such as Fe, Mn, Cu, Pb, Ni, Zn and As were analyzed. Arsenic (As) was analyzed using hydride
generation atomic absorption spectrometry technique. In hydride generation technique, the
analyte element (As, Se, Sb, Bi, Pb) from the sample solution is converted into its volatile
hydride (as shown in Fig.3.6) in acidic medium using NaBH4 as reduing agent [211]. The
hydride generation procedure can also be used for differential determination of As+3 and As+5,
based on the fact that As+3 reacts with tetrahydroborate at higher pH as compared to As+5.

Fig.3.6. Schematic diagram of Hydride generation atomic absorption spectrometer setup

Before proceeding for analysis in AAS, general instrumental parameters such as work
head height, burner angle and work head centre are adjusted in such a way that the hallow
cathode lamp light must pass parallel to the centre of the burner and reach the entrance slit
without any cut–off of light beam. The fuel flow rate and oxidant flow rates are varied in
different proportions and absorbance of Cu (324.7 nm) was recorded. The flow rates of gases are
fixed at which, Cu (324.7 nm) line has the highest absorbance signal. Similarly for Arsenic also
these parameters were fixed by analyzing As standard. In the case of As analysis, the flow rate of
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Argon carrier gas was also optimized using As (193.7 nm) characteristic absorption line. The
optimized parameters of AAS are given in Table 3.1.
Each element has multiple characteristic absorption lines that can be used for different
concentration ranges. In the current study, all the characteristic lines of element of interest are
tested using know concentration. The absorbance of each characteristic line of an element was
recorded at a given concentration. Based on absorbance data the best sensitive line was chosen
for sample analysis. The lists of lines chosen for chemical quantification of elements are given in
Table 3.2. AAS was calibrated using a set of three known single element standards and elemental
quantification was done using calibration curves for each element.

Table 3.1 Instrumental parameters that are optimized in AAS for elemental analysis
Fuel flow

Oxidant
flow

For other
metals

2 L/min.

10 L/min.

For As

2 L/min.

10 L/min.

Ar flow
rate

Work head
height

Burner
angle

Work head
center

8.8 mm

0.3

-0.6 mm

16.2 mm

0.3

-0.6 mm

NA
1.2 L/min.

Table 3.2 Element specific parameters that are used in AAS system during quantitative analysis
Element

Mn

Fe

Cu

Ni

Zn

As

Wave length (nm)

279.8

248.3

324.7

232

213.9

193.7

Slit width (nm)

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.5

1

Sensitivity (µg/ml)

0.022

0.05

0.025

0.04

0.008

0.01ng/ml

Lamp current (mA)

5

7

3

4

5

8
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3.5.2. Inductively coupled atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES)
ICP-AES is widely used for the chemical analysis of wide range of elements viz. alkali,
alkaline metals, transition metals, rare earths as well as some non-metals [212-214] in ppb level.
The instrument was proved to have multiple advantages such as multi element analysis over wide
concentration ranges, low chemical and matrix interferences. Especially, the instrument was
widely used for the elemental analyses in PM10 all over the world [43, 48, 87, 154, 156, 170].
In the present study, Horiba make Jobin-Yvon (model ULTIMA 2) ICP-AES system was
used for the major and trace metal analysis. Fig.3.7 illustrates the ICP-AES system in our lab and
its block diagram. Different elements such as Al, Fe, V, Cr, Mn, Cu, Ni, Zn and Pb were
analyzed using ICP-AES.

Fig.3.7. Picture of Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES)

Before quantification of elemental concentrations, a method was developed by choosing
proper line that has best sensitivity. For this purpose, peak profiling and peak search was carried
out with a known standard for all the characteristic emission lines of set of elements of interest
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(Fe, V, Cr, Mn, Cu, Ni, Zn and Pb). The emission intensity was noted down for each
characteristic emission line. Out of many emission lines of a given element, the one which has
highest net emission intensity and that doesn’t have interference from other element was chosen
for quantitative analysis. Each emission line was corrected for background for accurate results.
Table 3.3 and 3.4 gives the details of instrumental parameters and sensitive emission lines that
are selected for elemental analysis.

Table 3.3. Different parameters of ICP-AES that are set for elemental analysis of PM samples
S.No

Parameter

value

1

Nebulizer type

Concentric

2

Plasma gas

High purity Argon

Parameter

value

5

Scanning mode
Sweeps/reading
Readings/replicate
Replicates
Measuring points
Integration time
Gain of PMT
Increments of grating

Peak hopping
20
1
3
9
0.5 sec.
100
0.002 nm

6

Sampling parameters
Sample flush time
Sample flush pump speed
Read delay
Read delay pump speed
Wash time
Wash pump speed
Mixing coil length(cm)

35s
24rpm
65s
20rpm
30s
20rpm
100

3

Spray chamber

Teflon

7

Gas flow rates
Plasma
Nebulizer
Auxiliary

12 Lmin−1
1Lmin−1
1Lmin−1

4

Torch injector

Quartz

8

RF power

1000W
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Table 3.4. Sensitive characteristic emission lines selected for the chemical analysis
Element

Al

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Cu

Ni

Zn

Pb

Wave
length
(nm)

237.3

290.8

205.5

257.6

217.8

223.0

231.6

213.8

220.3

In the present study, ICP-AES was calibrated for each metal using a set of five multi
element standards (VHG labs make). The calibration curve was checked frequently by injecting
the known standard solution. The results are corrected using a correction factor, if any deviation
was observed in known concentration value. During analysis, field blanks were analysed for all
metals of interest and the data were subsequently blank corrected to determine accurate results of
chemical species. Fig.3.8 shows the peaks of few metals of interest along with their calibration
curves.

Fig.3.8. Emission intensities of characteristic lines and calibration curves of metals obtained
using ICP-AES
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3.5.3. Differential Pulse Anodic Stripping Voltammetry technique

Voltammetric methods are applicable to the determination of a wide variety of both
organic and inorganic species [215-216]. Among different voltammetry techniques Differential
pulse voltammetry is a widely employed technique for quantitative analysis. It provides superior
detection limits as compared to linear sweep and cyclic voltammetry, and allows resolution of
more closely spaced electrode processes. In this technique, the potential vs. time program which
is applied to the electrode consists of a linearly increasing ramp upon which a series of small
amplitude (5 to 100 mV) pulses are superimposed, as indicated in Fig. 3.9. The duration of the
pulses is approximately 50 ms. the current is sampled just prior to the application of each pulse
(at t1), and again very near the end of the pulse (t2). The difference between these two values, ∆i
= i(t2) - i(t1), is then plotted against the ramp potential as indicated in Fig. 3.9. The area under
the curve is calibrated with know standard concentration for qualification of unknown samples.

Fig.3.9. Figure presenting the differential pulse that applied to working electrode in voltammetry

In the present study, Metrohm make Autolab Potentiostat instrument (Model 693 VA
Processor equipped with a 663 VA stand) was used for the Pb, Cd and Cu analysis. Before
calibration of the instrument, different parameters such as purging time, deposition time,
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equilibrium time and pulse parameters were optimized to achieve best sensitivity and good peak
shape. Purging time was varied from 30 sec to 180 sec and analysis was carried out keeping all
other parameters constant. Results show that, after 60 sec of purging time no significant change
in current was observed. Hence, 60 sec purging time was fixed for further analysis in the current
study. Similarly, deposition time was also varied from 20 to 120 sec and current was recorded in
each case. It was found that, as deposition time increases the current was increased sharply till 60
sec deposition times. On further increase in deposition times, the current was also increased but
to a less extent. Hence, 60 sec deposition time was chosen as an optimized deposition times for
Pb, Cd, and Cu analysis in PM. The details of optimized analytical parameters in voltammetry
technique are given in table 3.5. The calibration of the instrument was carried out using mixed
standard containing Pb, Cd and Cu at optimized parameters. Fig. 3.10 shows the instrumental
setup in our laboratory along with analytical peaks of Pb, Cd and Cu obtained using optimized
parameters in DPASV mode.

Fig.3.10. Metrohm make voltammetry system and voltammogram of selected metals
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Table 3.5 Different analytical parameters that are set for the analyses of Pb, Cd, and Cu using
DPASV
Parameters

Value chosen

Parameters

Value chosen

Initial N2 purge time

60 sec.

End potential

0.17 V

Deposition time

60 sec.

Pulse amplitude

0.05 V

Equilibration time

10 sec.

Pulse time

0.04 Sec

Deposition potential

-0.8V

Voltage step

0.005951V

Starting potential

-0.8 V

Voltage step time

0.1 Sec.

3.5.4. Ion chromatography
Determination of the ionic composition of PM is important as their mass contribution to
PM is significant. In the present study, quantification of ions was carried out using IC (Metrohm
make, 733 IC Separation Centre) with conductivity detector. Fig. 3.11 shows the picture of IC
setup along with its basic block diagram. Ion chromatography (IC) is a well-established
technique for the analyses of anionic and cationic components of environmental samples like
water, soil, sediment and particulate matter samples [217-218].

Fig.3.11. Ion chromatography system and its basic block diagram
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Anion analysis was carried out by analytical column (Metrosep A Supp 4 – 250) of 25 cm
length and 0.40 cm diameter packed with polyvinyl alcohol with quaternary ammonium groups
with a guard column preceeding the analytical column. The concentrations of Cl−, NO3−, and
SO42− are determined in the water digested air particulate samples using sodium
carbonate/sodium bicarbonate mixture as an eluent (having strength 3.2 mmolar/1 mmolar) with
a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The analytical column (Metrosep Cation 1-2 having 12.5 cm length and
0.4 cm diameter) packed with Silica gel with carboxyl groups with a guard column preceding the
analytical column was used for cation analyses. A mixture of Tartaric acid/ dipicolinic acid
eluent 4.0 mmol/L and 0.75 mmol/L was used as the mobile phase. Direct chromatographic
detection with electronic background suppression was used for the analysis of sodium,
potassium, calcium, and magnesium.

3.5.5. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)

EDXRF is one of the most important and simple non-destructive analytical techniques
that was used for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of metals and non-metals in solid and
liquid matrices such as PM, water, soil, sediment, medicine, etc. [48, 219-220]. The advantage of
EDXRF analytical technique is that it is capable of doing multi element analyses with minimal or
no sample preparation.
In the present study, Xenemetrix make EDXRF instrument (model EX-6600) was used
for the quantitative analysis. This consists of an X-ray tube with Rh anode as the source of Xrays with a 60 kV, 5 mA power supply. The system consists of a Si (Li) detector with a
resolution of 150 eV at 5.9 keV Mn X-ray. Secondary targets (Si, Ti, Ge and Mo) were used to
modify primary X-ray beam spectrum from the X-ray tube and was finally used to excite the
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elements in the sample. The concentrations of 18 elements, Viz. Na, Mg, Al, S, Si, Cl, K, Ca, Ti,
V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, As and Pb associated with PM are analyzed using EDXRF. Fig. 3.12
shows the Xenematrix make EDXRF system along with spectrum of trace metals analyzed using
Ge secondary target. Elements with atomic number less than or equal to 20 were analyzed using
Si and Ti secondary targets in vacuum environment and rest of the metals are analyzed using Ge
and Mo secondary targets in air atmosphere. To achieve the best sensitivity for elements of
interest, different parameters viz. voltage, analysis time and current are varied. For a given set of
elements of interest and secondary target the voltage was varied from Vmin to 55 kV and the
counts are noted down corresponding to each voltage. Similarly, the filament current was also
varied from 500 µA to 5500 µA for a known standard and the corresponding peak intensities are
recorded. After analyzing the peak intensities, the optimum values of voltage and current are
fixed for further analyses. Table 3.6, shows the optimized EDXRF parameters that are used for
the analyses of wide range of elements of interest. These parameters are chosen to have
minimum counting error and the dead time was maintained within 20% throughout the analysis.
The calibration of the instrument was carried out using micro matter thin film standards and
quantitative analysis was performed using the built-in nEXT software.

Table 3.6. Optimized EDXRF parameters used for the elemental analysis of PM
Secondary
Target

Elements

Si and Ti

Na, Mg, Al, S,
Si, Cl, K, Ca
Ti, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn
As, Pb

Ge
Mo

Voltage

Current

Atmosphere

(µA)
4800

Analysis
Time
(Sec.)
600

(kV)
25
40

800

600

Air

40

1000

600

Air
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Vacuum

Fig.3.12. Xenematrix make EDXRF (model EX-6600) system along with spectrum for trace
metals analyzed using Ge secondary target

3.5.6. Smoke Stain Reflectometer
BC is a non-volatile fraction known as black carbon or elemental carbon (EC) [44]. BC is
formed through incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, biofuels, and residues from biomass
burning, etc. [221-222]. Black carbon (BC), the optically absorbing part of carbonaceous
aerosols, is the major anthropogenic component of atmospheric aerosol system, which has
signiﬁcantly different optical and radiative properties, as compared to the other normal
constituents. In global scale, BC aerosol is considered to be the second largest radiative forcing
agent after carbon dioxide [223].
In the present study, BC quantification was carried out using an EEL 43D Smoke Stain
Reflectometer (Diffusion Systems Ltd., London, UK, as shown in fig. 3.13). In this method, the
light from the tungsten lamp passes through an oriﬁce of an annular photocell to project a well
deﬁned spot on the sample, and the reﬂected light is measured by photocells located in the black
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housing. Each filter was examined five times to check homogeneity of the deposited air filters
and the average value was used in the calculations.

Fig.3.13. EEL Smoke stain reflectometer (Model 43D) for quantification of BC in PM

Prior to the analysis of BC, the instrument was calibrated using the white or gray standard
marked with their reflectance values. The mask and measuring head are placed on the white
standard and the sensitivity control adjusted to produce a reading of 100 as per the standard
procedure. They are then transferred to grey standard and the new reading is taken. The BC
levels in air particulate matter collected on ﬁlters are estimated using the formula given below.
For this purpose a mass absorption coefﬁcient of 9.7 m2/g was used. The equation using which
the black carbon level calculated is,

BC(g / cm2 ) 
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100  R0 
ln 
2F  R 

Where, F = correction factor of order 1;  = Mass attenuation coefficient (m2/g);
Ro = unloaded filter reflectance; R = loaded filter reflectance; Reflectance readings (output
voltages readings) were also obtained for the blank filters after every series of five sampled filter
reading to rectify the errors in the calibration due to any fluctuation during the analyses.

3.6. Source apportionment of PM using receptor models
Receptor-oriented or receptor models can be used to identify the sources and the
apportion the observed pollutant concentrations to those sources [224-225]. These models search
for correlation between the different (groups of) components in time and use these to find an
optimal solution to explain all observed concentrations by decomposing a matrix of speciated
sample data. The data are interpreted on a pure statistical basis without pre-formulated
assumptions providing an independent source of information.

Initially CMB was used by many researchers [197-199] to identify and quantify the PM
sources at study location. CMB model is based on the balance of chemical species masses among
sources and receptors [200]. However, this balance might be disturbed [97]. Firstly, besides the
major sources (such as soil, coal and vehicles), there are thousands of insigniﬁcant sources that
contribute to the ambient receptor measured. The contribution of each insigniﬁcant source to the
ambient receptor is very small and usually ignored by the CMB model. However, the sum of
them cannot be ignored and does disturb the balance. Secondly, uncertainties in the sampling and
chemical analysis can disturb the balance. Hence, in the present study, PMF and PCFA are used
for the source apportionment study.
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3.6.1. Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF)
The PMF method was developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency [106]. The
objective of PMF receptor model was to identify p independent factors representing different PM
sources, their elemental profiles, their contribution to the total determined PM, and their
contribution to the total concentration of speciﬁc species. The PMF method is based on the
principle of mass conservation [106].

Where xij is the measured concentration of the jth species in the ith sample, fkj is the
concentration of the jth species in material emitted by source k, gik is the contribution of the kth
source to the ith sample, and eij is the residual associated with the jth component concentration
determined in the ith sample. The task of PMF is to minimize the object function (Q), based upon
the uncertainties.

Where, sij is the uncertainties in xij. The results are constrained so that all species profiles
(matrix F) are non–negative and each sample has a non–negative source contribution (matrix G).
Solution of above equation and the model are described in detail elsewhere [106, 109].
Measured uncertainty is one input parameter for the PMF analysis. An equation-based
method to calculate the measurement uncertainty [226] is given below. Two parameters
including the method detection limit (MDL) and error fraction are involved in the equation-based
method [227].
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C> MDL

Where U is the uncertainty; C is the component concentration; MDL is the method
detection limit; and F is an error fraction. Error fractions for particle chemical species pollutants
were estimated as 10 and 15% according to the error sources of the measurements. If the
chemical species are less than or equal to the MDL provided, the uncertainty (Unc) is calculated
by the following equation:

The advantage of PMF is the ability of the model to handle the incomplete data such as
missing data, below detection limit data and negative value data [228-229]. For the particle
chemical species, missing concentration values in the original data set were estimated by linear
interpolation of the measured concentration value. Uncertainties for the missing data were
assumed as 3 times of the mean [230]. Fpeak is a parameter used to explore the rotational
ambiguity of a PMF solution a posteriori. Fpeak was changed from -2 to 2. The results from Q
examinations suggested that the solution at Fpeak = 0 had to be retained.

3.6.2. Principal Component Factor Analysis (PCFA)
In the present study, source apportionment of collected PM was also carried out using
another receptor model called PCFA for comparison purpose. The main objective of PCFA was
to reduce a large number of variables to a smaller set of factors that retain most of the
information (variability) in the original dataset [231]. In PCFA, principal components explains
the observed variance of the concentration of analyzed chemical species; the outcome of PCFA
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model was interpreted for the possible sources of the PM based on the presence of signature
elements [232].
PCAF model requires the normalazation of the data set to minimize the biasness due to
wide variation in the concentration levels of chemical species in PM. Variables are normalized as
follows:

Where, i = 1,..., n samples, j = 1,... m elements, zij is the reduced concentration of the jth
element in ith sample. cij is the elemental concentration of jth element measured in ith sample. cj
and σj are the mean concentration and the standard deviation for jth element respectively [106,
161]. The model assumes that the concentration of each element is made up of the linear sum of
the elemental contributions from each kth pollution source component at the receptor site. A mass
balance equation can be written as shown below.

Where Xij is the jth species concentration measured in ith sample, aik is the particulate
mass concentration from the kth source contributing to the ith sample, fkj is the jth species
concentration contributed from kth source and p is the total number of independent sources. This
equation is solved by eigen vector decomposition. Later, the varimax rotation was used to
redistribute the variance and provide a more interpretable structure to the factors. The varimax
rotations maximize the principal components in the factor loading matrix without changing the
total variance as well as the variance of the single element in the model. After the rotation,
elements of common origin are grouped in the same factor. Thus, elements with high loadings
were used to identify a particular emission source.
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In the next step, the absolute principal component scores (APCS) were calculated
according to the method described in detail by Thurston and Spengler (1985) [233]. The source
contributions to the total PM10 mass can be described as follows [234].

Where the average of APCSp*ap for all samples represents the average contribution of the pth
source to the total mass of the receptor.

3.6.3. HYSPLIT
In the present study, NOAA HYSPLIT [235, 236] model was used to identify the
pollutants contribution from long range transport. This trajectory model calculates the position of
air being sampled backward in time from the receptor site from various starting times throughout
the sampling interval. The model input paramets are discussed in details in results and discussion
chapter.
Some of the bases of limitations of HYSPLIT are discussed as follows; The HYSPLIT
does not incorporate the effects of chemical reactions, dense gases and complex terrain.
HYSPLIT's minimum time step is 1 minute, so the model cannot be used for transport less than
the distance it takes for the pollutant to move in 1 minute.
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Chapter 4
Physico-chemical characterization of PM and chemical
speciation of Arsenic at study sites
This chapter mainly elaborates the PM10 and particulate bound chemical species
concentrations at all the study sites; the temporal and seasonal variations of PM and particle
bound chemical species during study period are discussed. Performance evaluation results of the
samplers used for PM10 collection in the present study are elaborated. Inter comparison of
elemental concentrations at study sites and also inter comparison of analytical instruments for the
chemical analyses of selected elements are discussed in detail. Steps involved in the method
optimization for the chemical speciation of Arsenic were provided at the end of the chapter along
with As chemical speciation results for all the sampling locations.

4.1. Physico-chemical characterization of PM at study sites
4.1.1. PM10 concentration levels at study locations
The PM10 concentration levels observed during the entire study period are summarized in
Table 4.1. It can be observed from table 4.1 that the Trombay has the highest average (of two
years) PM10 concentration followed by Parawada and Jogannapalem. The annual average values
observed in 2010 and 2011 are exceeded the National Ambient Air Quality (NAAQ) standard
(60 µg/m3). Similarly, the present study reported annual average values were also exceeded the
annual limits given by World Health Organization (20 µg/m3), United States Environmental
Protection Agency (50 µg/m3) and European Union (40 µg/m3).
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The daily PM10 NAAQ standard (100 µg/m3) was observed to be violated about 6.8%,
21.3% and 35.0% of the sampling days at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites
respectively. Throughout the study period, the PM10 concentrations were observed to be highest
at Trombay sites as compared to Parawada and Jogannapalem sites.

Table 4.1 Statistical summary of PM10 (µg/m3) concentration at Jogannapalem, Parawada and
Trombay sites during the study period
Jogannapalem
(n=153)

Parawada
(n=158)

Trombay
(n=160)

Minimum

PM10
34.8

PM10
32.3

PM10
38.6

Maximum

109.7

137.3

182.3

Average of two years data

65.4

74.7

90.1

Standard deviation

17.9

26.2

37.9

Annual average in 2010

63.6

71.4

99.7

Annual average in 2011

67.2

76.9

80.7

Comparison of PM10 concentration between two study years (i.e., 2010 and 2011)
indicates that, at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites the higher PM10 concentrations were
observed in 2011 as compared to 2010, whereas, at Trombay site, reversed trend was observed as
shown in Table 4.1. The observed variation could be due to the variations in emission sources
and meteorological parameters (wind direction, temperature and wind speed) in a given year.
From Table 4.1, it was found that the standard deviation of PM10 concentration was observed to
be slightly higher for Trombay site as compared to other study sites. Emissions from large
varieties of PM sources (viz. major and minor industries, traffic emissions, biomass burning etc.)
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present near the Trombay site could have resulted in the observed highest concentrations which
in turn leads to observed wider concentration range (i.e., higher SD) at this site.
Table 4.2 provides the PM10 concentration levels observed at various locations all over
the world. Comparison of PM concentration reported at other countries with the present study
indicates that their PM10 concentrations are significantly lesser than that observed at
Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites. In contrary, present study PM10 concentrations are
lesser than, some of locations of India (Delhi, Agra) and China.

Table 4.2 PM10 concentration levels reported at different locations all over the world
Location

Type of
location
Rural
Urban
suburban
Rural industrial
Urban
rural
Suburban
Urban
rural

PM10 concentration
(µg/m3)
148.4±64.4
154.2±68.0
234.54±128.27
102.1 ± 41.1
177.9±49.5
22
29±10
49.5
25.08 ± 14.60

Hong Kong

rural
suburban
Urban
rural
rural
suburban
suburban
Urban
suburban

45.7
58.7
135.4
21.1
37–959
151–422
46.8
79.8
46.8

[150]

Athens, Greece
Malaysia
Taiwan
USA

Urban
suburban
suburban
Rural
Rural

81.3
34.8
75±24
52.4±27.2
10.9

[140]
[151]
[149]
[147]

Agra
Agra
Agra
Delhi
Spain
Spain
Allahabad
China

Australia
Roorkee
Turkey
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Reference
[118]
[237]
[120]
[153]
[136]
[143]
[135]
[146]
[137]
[119]
[138]

4.1.2. Temporal variation of PM10 at study locations
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the PM10 concentration distribution during entire study period. From
Figs.4.1a, b, c, it can be observed that the PM10 concentration has its minimum during August
month and the highest daily concentrations were observed during November, January and
December with monthly average concentration values of 109.7, 137.3 and 182.2 µg/m3,
respectively at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites. Observed highest and lowest
concentrations in different months during study period could be due to the changes in
meteorological parameters (like wet precipitation, wind speed, humidity) and variation in PM
source activities with respect to month.

Fig.4.1a. Temporal variation of PM10 concentrations at Jogannapalem site during study period
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Fig.4.1b. Temporal variation of PM10 concentrations at Parawada site during study period

Fig.4.1c. Temporal variation of PM10 concentrations at Trombay site during study period
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4.1.3. Comparison of PM10 concentrations collected using High Volume Sampler (HVS) and
Gent’s Sampler
In the present study two different samplers viz. HVS and Gent’s samplers were used for
the PM10 collection. Both the samplers work on the impaction principle but HVS has a flow rate
of 1.1 m3/min, whereas Gent’s sampler works at a flow rate of 0.96 m3/hr (16 L/min.). Hence, a
short term study was conducted to analyze the PM10 concentration estimated using HVS and
Gent’s samplers. In this experiment both the samplers were kept at the same height on the terrace
of the building and sampling was carried out for 24 hrs time period. The sampler filters were
preconditioned in same way and weighed for PM10 mass load. The measured PM mass load was
normalized by air volume to get the final PM10 concentration in µg/m3. Comparison study results
are shown in Fig.4.2.

Fig.4.2. Scattered plot of PM10 concentrations observed using HVS and Gent’s sampler
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It can be observed from results that, there was no much difference in the PM
concentration levels observed in both the samplers especially in the higher concentration range.
Whereas, the concentration difference between samplers was observed in the lower PM
concentration range. A maximum of 8.9% difference in PM mass concentration was observed
between both the samplers in the present study. From Fig.4.2 it can also be observed that there
exists a good correlation between PM concentrations observed from both the samplers.
Hopke et al., 1997 [239], evaluated the Gent’s sampler performance by inter comparing it
with other commercially available PM10 sampler. He reported that the results obtained using
Gent’s sampler is in quite reasonable agreement with other samplers.

4.1.4. Chemical characterization of PM samples collected at study sites
Various chemical species such as Si, Al, Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni,
Zn, Pb, As, Cl-, NO3-, SO42- and BC were analyzed in blank filters as well as in sample filters
using different analytical techniques. Final concentrations are estimated after blank correction.
The concentrations of different metals in blank filters are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Concentration of metals in blank filters
EPM2000
Glass fiber filter

Polycarbonate filter

(µg/g)

(ng/cm2)

Na

45.23

Na

55.41

Mg

25.35

Mg

27.32

Ca

38.21

Ca

8.38

Fe

30.52

Fe

21.20

K

35.21

K

17.41

Cr

0.32

Cr

3.37

Pb

0.37

Pb

2.76
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Cu

0.31

Cu

4.34

Ni

0.18

Ni

5.42

V

0.10

V

0.37

Mn

1.50

Mn

0.63

Zn

2.84

Zn

0.43

10.50

S

8.88

54.63

Cl

72.32

SO4

2-

ClNO3

-

6.73

Al

108.80

-

F

0.50

Si

67.10

As

0.07

Ti

0.68

The detailed statistical summary on concentration of chemical species analyzed in PM is
given in Table 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. It was observed that, the standard deviation for few chemical
species was higher than their mean value. It suggests that, those metals follow a lognormal
distribution, Hence, geomentric mean and geometric standard deviation is given for those metals.
Among different chemical species analyzed, the highest mass concentration was observed
for Al at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites, whereas BC has the highest contribution to PM10 at
Trombay. Contribution from multiple numbers of emission sources such as biomass burning,
vehicular emissions, and ship emissions could be the reason for observed higher BC
concentrations at Trombay site [35, 240].
The decreasing order of concentration of analyzed chemical species was found to be as
follows; Al> K+> SO42-> Fe> Ca2+> Cl-> Na+> BC> NO3-> Zn> Mg2+> Mn> F-> Pb> Cr> Ni>
Cu> V> As at Jogannapalem, whereas at Parawada, the observed order was found to be Al>
SO42-> Ca2+> K+> Fe> NO3-> Cl-> Zn> BC> Na+> Mg2+> F-> Pb> Mn> Cu> Cr> Ni> As> V>
Cd. The decreasing order of chemical species at Trombay sites was found to be BC> Si> Al>
Cl> Fe> Ca2+> Na+> S> Mg2+> K+> Pb> Ti> Zn> V> Mn> Ni> Cu> Cr> As. From this
concentration order one can quickly know which kind of (toxic or non-toxic) chemical species
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are dominanting the PM10 at a given study site. This can also be helpful in getting crude idea
about the most dominant source at study site if one has the emission inventory data.

Table 4.4. Chemical constituent’s concentration (ng/m3) at Jogannapalem site
Element

Min.

Max.

Mean

Stdev.

Al

1109.7

8873.2

4079.5

1980.9

Ca2+

223.1

6399.9

2361.1

1371.1

Cr

0.8

31.1

7.4

6.7

Cu

0.6

20.8

3.5

3.2

Ni

0.7

34.8

*4.1

**2.4

Pb

1.6

27.6

9.1

4.7

Mn

7.1

797.6

*86.9

**3.0

Zn

79.9

1909.2

676.8

407.4

Fe

63.9

7538.5

2741.0

1406.5

As

0.2

7.3

2.5

1.6

F-

0.5

177.0

54.3

31.1

Cl-

105.7

4951.5

1803.5

1394.5

NO3-

386.0

1669.0

840.3

291.9

SO42-

1199.0

5336.0

2854.6

1056.0

K+

398.4

11716.5

3156.2

2323.5

Na+

88.3

2971.9

1229.7

672.6

Mg2+

85.1

963.6

351.1

201.6

V

0.3

16.2

3.5

3.1

BC

192.4

3292.0

1172.7

728.6
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Table 4.5. Chemical species concentration (ng/m3) at Parawada site
Element

Min

Max

Mean

Stdev.

Al

729.1

9877.9

3828.0

1923.5

Ca2+

300.0

6880.0

2501.5

1137.5

Cr

0.9

53.9

*6.2

**2.6

Cu

0.2

53.4

*6.0

**2.9

Ni

0.8

28.3

7.3

4.8

Pb

1.1

83.2

23.0

15.7

Mn

0.3

62.8

18.2

13.2

Zn

60.4

3686.8

927.5

692.2

Fe

287.6

5646.9

2350.8

1270.9

As

0.2

24.3

*2.9

**2.7

F-

4.8

1260.0

* 96.4

**2.2

Cl-

306.9

2584.3

948.4

384.8

NO3-

400.3

4256.0

1833.3

840.5

SO42-

717.2

7336.0

3194.8

1432.0

K+

240.0

5874.0

2361.2

1061.1

Na+

226.8

1980.1

710.1

291.5

Mg2+

55.0

760.0

287.9

151.7

Cd

0.04

8.0

1.9

1.6

V

0.6

18.3

5.2

3.4

BC

123.7

2116.2

772.7

471.5

Table 4.6. Chemical species concentration (ng/m3) at Trombay site
Element
Na
Mg
Al
Si
S

Min.
362.0
34.2
157.0
298.7
195.0

Max.
6508.6
3844.8
11085.7
14175.2
7471.2
84

Mean
1749.4
1026.2
2933.2
3889.7
1624.2

Stdev.
1207.5
777.6
2022.0
2751.0
1219.3

Cl
504.9
8426.6
2461.0
1688.4
K
113.9
4855.2
939.8
836.9
NO3
410.0
5710.2
2305.5
1085.0
2SO4
506.1
12800.5
5210.6
2210.0
2
Ca
136.2
6797.6
1966.1
1410.5
Ti
15.5
842.2
210.4
151.2
V
5.0
388.7
58.8
49.5
Cr
2.0
149.6
*11.8
**2.5
Mn
5.6
368.7
53.8
46.8
Fe
250.3
8707.5
2121.0
1421.6
Ni
3.3
246.3
*24.3
**2.1
Cu
2.0
283.0
*15.7
**2.7
Zn
5.7
1429.4
*92.3
**3.9
Pb
11.6
1219.8
229.7
213.1
As
0.7
10.9
3.4
2.1
BC
681.3
9650.0
3942.1
2393.9
* indicates Geometric mean and ** indicates geometric standard deviation

Inter comparison of chemical species concentrations indicates that Al, Ca2+, K+ and Fe
have higher concentrations at Jogannapalem followed by Parawada and Trombay. Among these
metals, K+ and Ca2+ have their highest concentrations at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites
respectively. The K concentration at Jogannapalem (3156.2 ng/m3) and Parawada sites (2361.2
ng/m3) are found to be 3.4 times and 2.5 times the concentration observed at Trombay site (939.8
ng/m3) site. Potassium (K+) was considered as an important marker element for biomass burning
activity by many researchers all over the world. Biomass burning was the most common activity
being carried out at Jogannapalem (rural area). That could be the reason for observed high K
concentration at Jogannapalem as compared to other study sites. As suggested by Chan et al.
(1997) [241], “K-smoke” was estimated to indicate the presence of K+ contributed by biomass
burning and is taken equal to (K+-0.6*Fe). As expected, an excess Ksmoke value was observed at
Jogannapalem (1511.6 ng/m3) as compared to Parawada site (950.7 ng/m3).
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The observed highest concentration of Ca2+ at Parawada could be due to the excess
contribution of Ca from construction activities that are being carried out near the sampling site
during study period. In contrary, the highest concentrations of Na+, Mg2+ and Cl- were found at
Trombay site as compared to Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. The Trombay average
concentrations of Na+ and Cl- are about 1.4 times and 2.5 times the concentrations observed at
Jogannapalem and Parawada sites respectively. In the case of Mg2+, the Trombay average
concentration was found to be 2.9 and 3.6 times that observed at Jogannapalem and Parawada
sites respectively. In the present study, Cl-/Na+ ratio was found to be 1.5, 1.4 and 1.4 at
Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites respectively, which is close to the actual value of
1.8 in seawater [242] indicating that these ions could be originated from sea salt spray. Slightly
lower Cl-/Na+ ratio at the sampling sites could be due to the loss of Cl- through reactions between
the marine aerosol and atmospheric nitric acid, sulfuric acid and SO2. Observed highest
concentration of these ions at Trombay could be due to the close proximity of Arabian Sea to
Trombay sampling site as compared to the distance between Bay of Bengal to Jogannapalem and
Parawada sampling sites.
In the present study, BC concentration was measured in only few samples (selected from
both the years covering all the seasons) that are collected at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites.
The BC concentration was observed in the range from 192.4 - 3292.0 ng/m3 and from 123.7 2116.2 ng/m3 at Jogannapalem and Parawada site respectively. The average of measured BC
concentration was found to be 1172.7 ng/m3 and 772.7 ng/m3 at Jogannapalem and Parawada
sites respectively. Similarly, the concentrations of SO42- and NO3- were estimated in few samples
of Trombay site. The concentrations of SO42- and NO3- were found in the range of 0.5 - 12.8
µg/m3 and 0.4 – 5.7 µg/m3 with a mean values of 5.2 µg/m3 and 2.3 µg/m3 respectively.
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Sulfate is one of the most important ionic species that can be contributed from both
natural and anthropogenic sources. As sea water contains significant concentration of sulfate,
there is a possibility of sulfate contribution from sea salt. In the present study, non-sea salt
sulfate (nssSO42-) was calculated to know the percentage contribution of sulfate from other
sources by using nssSO42- = SO42--0.25* Na+ equation. Where, 0.25 is the typical ratio of SO42- to
Na+ in seawater. It was found that, about 89% and 94% of observed sulfate was contributed from
non-sea-salt sources at Jogannapalem and Parawada respectively. Most probable anthropogenic
sources of sulfate at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites could be the biomass burning and gaseous
precursur (SO2) emitted from thermal power plants near the study sites [156].
In the case of trace metals (such as V, Cr, Mn, Pb, As, Ni, Zn, etc.), the highest
concentration was observed for Zn at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites, whereas Pb was
observed to have the highest concentration at Trombay site. In the present study, the Parawada
average Zn concentration was found to be 4.7 times that observed at Trombay site. Interestingly,
Mn has the highest concentration at Jogannapalem followed by Trombay and Parawada sites.
Large numbers of metal industries present near Jogannapalem and Parawada sites (as shown in
Fig. 3.1a) might be responsible for observed high concentrations of Zn and Mn. The Pb
concentration at Trombay site was observed to be 25 times and 10 times the Pb concentration
found at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites respectively. Contribution from road dust that was
accumulated with Pb (emitted from leaded petrol over the years) [243-245], non-exhaust
vehicular emissions (Pb is also contributed by vehicular brake wear emissions [143]) and other
industrial emissions (viz. chemical industries and refineries) could be the reason for observed
high Pb in PM at Trombay; Throughout the study period, the concentrations of trace metals viz.
Cr, V, Ni and Cu were observed to be significantly higher at Trombay site as compared to
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Parawada and the least concentrations of these metals were observed at Jogannapalem sites. Fuel
oil combustion sources such as oil fired power plants, oil refineries and ship emissions are the
major sources of Ni and V [48,139]. Close proximity of these industries to Trombay sites (as
shown in Fig. 3.1b) could be the reason for observed higher concentrations of Ni and V. Among
all chemical species analyzed, Arsenic (As) has the least concentration at Trombay and
Jogannapalem sites, whereas at Parawada site, Cd was observed to have the least concentration.
Limited number of emission sources and low emissions from limited sources could be
responsible for observed lowest concentrations of As and Cd at stuyd sites.
CPCB [246] has given annual safety standards for some toxic elements such as As (6
ng/m3), Ni (20 ng/m3), Pb (500 ng/m3) and Cd (5 ng/m3). In the present study, none of these
elements mean concentration was observed to exceed the NAAQ safety limit at Jogannapalem
and Parawada site. Whereas, the Ni mean concentration at Trombay site was exceeded the
NAAQ annual safety limit value.
In the current study, high BC levels were observed on few sampling days at Trombay
site. These high concentrations could be either contributed from local sources or from distant
sources through long range transport of pollutants. As the life time of BC particles is 7–10 days
[247] and they are present in the fine fraction of the air PM causing them to migrate long
distances in the atmosphere. In the present study, Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model was used to determine the possibility of BC contribution from
long range transport at the sampling site. In the HYSPLIT model meteorological data,
coordinates of the receptor site, altitude, initial time and end time are given as input parameters.
The meteorological data was obtained from CDC1 to run HYSPLIT. The data with a
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spatial resolution of 10X 10 in longitude and latitude was used in the present study [248].
Analysis was carried out at different heights as shown in Fig. 4.3.
To study the contribution of long range transport of BC, only those days were considered
which has highest BC concentration. There were 3 days (01/07/10, 02/22/10 and 12/20/10)
during which the highest levels of BC were observed at Trombay site. Back trajectories were
calculated to obtain the place where the air mass was located 72 h before arriving to the
measurement site. Then, trajectories were grouped depending on its position in a grid.
Fig. 4.3 presents the backward trajectories during high BC levels. As shown in Fig. 4.3,
all the 3 days (72 hrs.) backward trajectories were originated from the northern and central part
of India. In this region of India, higher BC levels are reported by several researchers during
winter seasons due to high biomass burning, low mixing heights and a stable atmospheric
boundary layer [249-250]. Such clouds of smoke generally spread southward as it is unable to
move northward over the Himalayas. Air trajectories then move towards the southwest which
could have resulted observed high BC concentrations at Trombay study site. An earlier study
carried out also observed similar patterns during the winter period [251].
Concentrations of different chemical species associated with PM10 at various locations of
India and other parts on the world are given in Table 4.6. From Table 4.6, it can be observe that
the concentrations of Al, Ca, and Fe were found to be higher at present study locations as
compared to location of other countries. These metals are believed to be mostly originated from
crustal material which is one of the dominant PM contributors in the world [152]. The
concentrations of other chemical species observed in the present study are within the range
reported by other studies.
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Fig.4.3. Backward trajectories at Trombay, Mumbai during days of high BC levels

Table 4.7. Particle (PM10) bound chemical species concentrations (ng/m3) reported at various
locations of India and other countries
Agra

Mexic
o

Italy

Spain

Spain

Na

-

900

1700

294

1700

-

Mg

-

300

300

117

400

-

Al

-

1400

83.0

400.6

370.4

-

Fe

3200

800

277.0

222

101.4

-

-

400

349

1100

-

K

-

1200

1300.
0
477.0

203

300

Ca

-

1200

668.0

930

1300

Mn

900

18.4

9.0

5

1600

29.8

40.0

36.5

3.0

Cl

Zn
V

China

Taiwan

Delhi

Turkey

5210

-

3010

672.9

713

509

1800

3.6

15.6

3840

1490

2950

531.8

30

901

571

1000

268.8

-

-

-

-

3240

-

-

9010

-

1460

-

1440

195.9

-

22430

-

3980

1070

4970

902.0

4.3

-

670

0.80

-

30

45

12900

7.13

4400

131

510

113.3

2

6.2

102356
5.314.8

9.83

10.7

-

7.1
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China

Roork
-ee

Malay
sia

6380

-

3470

-

14180
12600

50

20.1

20

9.7

Cr
Cu
S
Ni
Pb
As
SO42-

1300

1.4

3.0

<1

5.2

200

25.7

12.0

3

37

50

2.04

395

30.7

280

9.6

25.378.7

220

-

24.7

15.7

-

15.5

-

-

-

-

4400

-

60

-

107

9.8

-

7.8

1960

-

10.7

21.2

-

32.9

-

2.36

3.4

-

-

-

5490

-

8270

-

-

-

-

-

-

1700

7.1

4.0

5

3.2

2200

4.2

12.0

10

6.6

-

1.1

-

-

0.38

5.514.5
68.3111
-

-

9200

3400

3877

4100

-

10560
27040

Rural

Rural

Suburban

Rural

Suburban

Rural

Urban

Rural

Suburban

Rural

Urban

Suburban

[161]

[252]

[135]

[136]

[143]

[144]

[144]

[119]

[151]

[238]

[161]

[139]

4.1.5. Analytical quality control
To validate the metal extraction procedure used in the current work, NIST SRM 1649a
(urban dust) was processed in the same way as the PM samples. After chemical processing,
reference material sample solutions were analyzed for various trace and toxic metals using
different analytical techniques. Percentage recoveries of ions and other metals which are not
certified in the reference material were estimated by spiking known amounts of chemical
components on glass fiber filter. The spiked samples were dried and processes in the same way
as that of PM samples. The percentage recoveries of different chemical components are given in
Table 4.7. The high recovery values are observed in the case of spiked species (e.g. Cl-, Mg2+,
SO42-, etc). This is due to the small error in the spiked concentrations and also due to the
fluctuation in the concentrations of these species in black filters.
During metal analysis ICP-AES and AAS were calibrated for each metal using a set of
three to five standards. The calibration curve was checked frequently by injecting the known
standard solution. The results were corrected using a correction factor obtained by injecting a
known standard. Field blanks were analyzed and the data was subsequently blank corrected to
determine accurate results of chemical species.
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Table 4.8. Percentage recovery of different metals from NIST SRM 1649a and from spiked filter
paper
Elements

Percentage
recovery

Chemical species spiked
on filter paper

Percentage
recovery

As

96.0 ± 1.4

Zn

94.9 ± 2.3

Cu

99.5 ± 2.1

Cl-

98.5 ± 5.1

Cd

88.5 ± 3.5

SO42-

97.3 ± 4.1

Cr

93.7 ± 2.0

NO3-

98.2 ± 4.3

Fe

87.3 ± 2.8

Na+

97.8 ± 3.3

Mn

95.5 ± 2.1

Ca2+

98.3 ± 5.1

Ni

99.6 ± 2.0

K+

97.1 ± 2.5

Pb

97.0 ± 1.4

Mg2+

98.1 ± 3.2

V

99.5 ± 2.1

Al

99.1 ± 4.1

4.1.6. Percentage contribution of chemical species associated with PM10 at study sites
Fig.4.4 illustrates the percentage mass contribution of chemical species to PM10 at all the
three sites. Since some chemical species can have very less (<0.1%) mass contribution to PM10,
the analyzed species are divided into two categories viz. major (Al, Ca2+, Fe, K+, Mg2+, BC,
SO42-, NO3-, Na+, Cl-, Zn and Mn) and minor (Cr, Cu, Ni, V, F-, Pb and As) to clearly illustrate
their percentage contributions to PM10 mass. From Fig.4.4. it can be observed that, Al (6.2% and
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5.1%) has the highest contribution to PM10 at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites followed by K+
(4.8%) at Jogannapalem, whereas at Parawada second highest percentage mass contribution was
observed from SO42- (4.3%) followed by Ca2+ (3.3%). At Trombay site, BC has the highest
percentage mass contribution (4.4%) which was followed by Si (4.3%) and Al (3.3%).
The percentage mass contribution of Al, Ca2+, K+ and Fe at Trombay site was observed to
be much lesser as compared to Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. On contrary, the percentage
mass contributions of Cl-(2.7%), Na+(1.9%) and Mg2+(1.1%) observed at Trombay was found to
be higher than the Parawada. Although the concentrations of Cl- and Na+ are higher at Trombay
site, but the percentage mass contribution of these ions was observed to be same at Trombay and
Jogannapalem. The SO42- percentage mass contribution was found to be similar at Jogannapalem
and Parawada sites. Whereas, the percentage mass contribution of NO3- at Parawada was about
two times that observed at Jogannapalem site. The observed high NO3- could be contribution
from gases released from coal power plant near Parawada site [156].

Fig. 4.4a Percentage mass contribution of chemical components to PM10 mass at Jogannapalem
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Fig. 4.4b Percentage mass contribution of chemical components to PM10 mass at Parawada

Fig. 4.4c. Percentage mass contribution of chemical components to PM10 mass at Trombay

Among trace metals, Zn has the highest percentage mass contribution to PM10 at
Parawada (1.2%) followed by Jogannapalem (1%) and Trombay site (0.2%). Whereas, Pb was
found to have the highest percentage mass contribution to PM10 at Trombay site (0.25%).
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Percentage mass contribution of Cr, Cu, V, As and Ni was observed to be very less, but their
contribution was higher at Trombay site as compared to other study sites.
PM mass reconstruction
An aerosol mass reconstruction (AMR) analysis was conducted to explore the relative
contributions of the measured chemical species and their relationship to the total measured
gravimetric mass. For the purpose of chemical mass reconstruction, chemical components were
grouped into six categories: crustal materials (CM), trace metal oxides (TMO), sea salt (SS), BC
and secondaryions (SI). CM represents the sum of typical crustal materials, including Al, K, Fe,
Ca, Mg and Si. Each of these species was multiplied by the appropriate factors to account for
their common oxides based on the following equation [144, 253, 254]. In the absence of NH4+
measurement, SO42- and NO3− are assumed to be neutralized to ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4)
and ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), with the NH4+ fraction accounted for by stoichiometric
multipliers: 1.375 SO42- and 1.29NO3−, respectively.

Trace elements were also converted to their common oxides. Trace elements only
represent a small percentage of the total PM mass; however, they were also added to the analysis
because they have a great environmental importance due to their toxicity and anthropogenic
origin. TMO contribution was calculated using the following equation [255].
Crustal matetail (CM) = 2.20 Al + 2.49 Si + 1.63 Ca + 2.42 Fe+1.21 K+1.66 Mg

Sea salt (SS) = Cl– + ssNa+ + ssMg2++ ssK+ + ssCa2++ ssSO42–

Carbonates (CO32–) =1.5Ca2+ + 2.5 Mg2+
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Trace metal oxide (TMO) =1.47 V+1.29 Mn+1.27 Ni+1.25 Cu+1.08 Pb+1.31 Cr

Secondary Ions (SI) = 1.375 SO42-+ 1.29NO3−
The results are presented in Table 4.9. From results, it can be observed that, PM10 at all
sites has the highest contribution from crustal matter followed by secondary ions. Least
contribution was observed from TMO. Sea salt contribution to PM10 was also found to be high.
The unknown mass includes the organic matter and water content in PM.

Table 4.9. Percentage mass contribution of different sources to PM10

Jogannapalem

Parawada

Trombay

Crustal matter (CM)

36.5

28.8

30.3

Sea salt (SS)

7.7

3.7

7.7

Trace metal oxides (TMO)

0.4

0.1

0.6

Secondary ions (SI)

7.2

9.0

10.7

Black carbon (BC)

1.8

1.0

4.4

Carbonates

6.8

6.0

6.1

Recovered PM mass

60.4

48.6

59.8
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4.1.7. Seasonal variation of PM10 and particle bound chemical species at study site
Indian atmosphere can be affected by mainly three kinds of seasons viz. winter, summer
and monsoon. Previous studies suggest that the seasonal variation exhibits a significant influence
on the PM10 and particulate bound chemical species concentrations. In the present study, season
wise PM and their chemical species concentrations were calculated to observe the influence of
seasonal variations. Fig. 4.5 and 4.6, illustrates the season wise concentration variation of PM10
and its associated chemical species during study period at all the three sampling sites.

Fig.4.5. Seasonal variation of PM10 at (a) Jogannapalem, (b) Parawada and (c) Trombay sites

From Fig. 4.5, it can be observed that the winter season has the highest PM10
concentration and the least PM concentration was observed during monsoon season at all the
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study sites. The highest winter concentration was found to be 91.4 µg/m3, 112.5 µg/m3 and 131.6
µg/m3 and the least concentration was observed to be 55.8 µg/m3, 58.3 µg/m3 and 62.8 µg/m3 in
monsoon at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites respectively. In the present study,
winter PM concentration was 1.6 to 2.1 times the concentration observed during monsoon
season. Intermediate concentrations were observed in summer season at all the sites. Similar
seasonal trends were reported by most of the studies carried out in India [118, 256-257] and also
by researches from other countries [141, 258].
As shown in Fig. 4.6, clear seasonal trends were observed for particle bound chemical
species during the study period. The trends are similar to that observed for PM10 concentration
(i.e., highest concentrations during winter followed by summer and monsoon season) with few
exceptions. For example, the concentrations of F-, V, Ni and K at Jogannapalem site and for F-,
V, Ni and Cu at Parawada site were observed to have high concentrations during monsoon as
compared to summer season.

Observed least concentrations during monsoon season could be due to the washout of PM
and its associated (especially with coarse PM) chemical species along with rain water [67]. Also,
relatively higher humidity in this season resists the PM to suspend in ambient air, leading to
lowest concentrations [259]. In contrary, some metals which are associated with very fine
particles cannot be scavenged by the rain water droplets [260] resulting in a higher
concentrations of these metals (like Ni, V, Cu, K, S, and F- in present study) in monsoon. Also,
the predominant winds from sea to earth’s surface [52, 261] during monsson could be the reason
for observing high concentrations of Cl-, Na+, Mg2+ and K in monsoon season [242]. In the
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present study, the daily concentrations of PM10 and metals (As, Cd, Pb and Ni) were not
exceeded the daily NAAQ standards in this season, suggesting least pollution among all season.

Meteorological conditions such as Low wind speed, low temperature and low mixing
height might be the cause of observed high concentrations of pollutants during winter [185, 262].
Also, the increased anthropogenic activities such as biomass burning, space heating etc. during
winter season contribute to the pollution load leading to obsereved high winter concentration
[263-265]. The winter average concentrations of Cr (15.2 ng/m3) and As (4.5 ng/m3) were
observed to be 3.7 times and 3 times that found during monsoon season at Jogannapalem site.
Whereas, Zn (1.7 µg/m3) and As (10.3 ng/m3) were observed to have 2.6 times and 3.6 times the
concentration observed during monsoon at Parawada site.

At Trombay site, the average winter concentrations of Cr (31.5 ng/m3), Cu (39.9 ng/m3),
Ni (54.8 ng/m3), Zn (370.3 ng/m3), Pb (404.7 ng/m3) and V (94.4 ng/m3) were found to be 3 to 4
times that observed in monsoon season. As (4 ng/m3) and BC (6.4 µg/m3) winter concentrations
were almost two times that found during monsoon. K has the highest concentration in winter
season followed by monsoon and summer at Jogannapalem and Trombay sites. Nitrate was also
reported to have higher concentration in winter and generally attributed to the low thermal
stability of nitrate in summer season [242]. Winter season can be considered as the most
contaminated season as PM10 daily concentrations were found to be exceeding the daily NAAQ
standards at all the study locations. The Pb daily concentration limit was also exceeded at
Trombay site indicating highest pollution among all seasons.
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Fig.4.6a. Seasonal variation of (a) major and (b) trace chemical constituents at Jogannapalem
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Fig.4.6b. Seasonal variation of (a) major and (b) trace chemical constituents at Parawada site
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Fig.4.6c. Seasonal variation of (a) major and (b) trace chemical constituents at Trombay site
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Intermediate concentrations were observed during the summer season (March to June),
which could be due to decrease in wet precipitation. This causes a reduction in the cleaning
effect on the atmosphere and consequently a greater concentration in the ambient air. Also high
temperatures during this season lead to increased dryness of the air, which favors the resuspension of soil substrate leading to higher pollution levels as compared to monsson season
[185].

4.1.8. Inter comparison of different analytical techniques for elemental analysis

In the present study, many analytical techniques were used for metal analysis. Some
metals can be quantified using AAS, ICP-AES and DPASV. Hence, an inter comparison of
different analytical technique for selected metal analysis was also carried out. As a part of this
work, chemical analysis of elements such as Fe, Zn, Mn and Cr was done both using ICP-AES
and Flame-AAS. Similarly Pb, Cd and Cu analysis was carried out in few samples using ICPAES and DPASV technique. Samples were selected from each season to cover wide range of
concentration variation for inter comparison test. The results of the study are elaborated in the
following section.
Inter comparison results (shown in Table 4.9 and 4.10) indicates that there is no much
difference in concentration measured by AAS and ICP-AES for Fe, Mn and Zn. The maximum
difference in measured concentration was observed in samples that are collected during monsoon
(i.e. low metal concentration). The highest percentage difference in concentration of Fe, Zn, Mn
and Cr (measured using ICP-AES and AAS) was found to be 6.4%, 8.2%, 9.1% and 11.3%
respectively.
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Fig.4.7. Inter comparison of elemental concentrations (ng/m3) quantified using ICP-AES and
AAS
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Fig. 4.8. Inter comparison of elemental concentrations (ng/m3) quantified using ICP-AES and
DPASV
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In the case of Pb analysis, higher percentage difference was observed between ICP-AES
and AAS analysis results especially in monsoon season samples. This is due to very low Pb
concentration during monsoon in collected PM samples which limits the use of AAS for Pb
analysis, as AAS has higher detection limit value. Whereas, Pb analysis using DPASV indicates
that there is no much difference in measured concentrations (especially with high Pb
concentrations) using ICP-AES and DPASV. Cd in the present study was observed to have very
low concentrations due to which DPASV was opted as it has very good sensitivity and low
detection limit. Similarly, for Cu analysis, DPASV provided better results as compared to ICPAES. Higher concetration differences are observed in measured Cu concentration values using
DPASV and ICP-AES. Hence, for the Cu and Pb analysis DPASV was opted in the present study
in preference to the ICP-AES.
4.1.9. Element to element correlation analysis at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay
sites
Correlation study provides insights into source characterization of atmospheric particles.
Hence, it is important to study the correlation for analyzed chemical species. Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient was calculated (presented in Table 4.11a, b, c) to know the
correlations between the chemical species.
In the present study, a strong correlation between V-Ni and Na-Cl- was observed with a
correlation coefficient of 0.9 at all the sampling sites. High correlation between these pair of
metals indicates that these metals could have contributed from same or similar sources. As
shown in Fig. 3.1a and 3.1b the oil refineries present near the Trombay and Parawada sampling
sites might be the common source of observed Ni and V in PM. A strong correlation was also
observed

between

NO3--SO42-

at

Jogannapalem
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and

Parawada

sites.

Thermal

power plant flue gases contain SO2 and NOx which can be transformed to particles by chemical
reactions [136, 193]. A coal based power plant near the sampling sites (as shown in Fig. 3.1a, b)
could be a source of NO3--SO42- in PM.

A very good correlation was observed between Al-Ca2+-Fe and Al-Si-Ca2+-Fe-Ti at
Jogannapalem and Trombay sites respectively with a correlation coefficient >0.8. At Parawada
site, these metals are well correlated but to a less extent as compared to other sampling sites. K
and Mg2+ were also observed to have good correlation with Al-Fe-Ca2+ at Parawada site. One of
the most common sources of these metals is assumed to be the soil/road dust [152]. Some of the
metals such as Fe, K+ and Ca2+ can also be contributed from industrial activities such as themal
power plant (fly ash is enriched with Ca2+, Fe and K+) [266] and metals industries near
Parawada. Interestingly, K+ at Jogannapalem site was not correlated with any other chemical
species suggesting that it could have emitted from a separate source. Whereas, Potassium (K+) at
Trombay site was found to have a good correlation with elementas such as As-S-Pb-Cu-V-NiBC.

Trace metals such as Cu-Mn-Pb-Zn were observed to have a good correlation at
Jogannapalem and Trombay sites. Similarly, Cr-As-Zn metals were also moderately correlated at
Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. These set of metals could be contributed from wide range of
anthropogenic source such as metal industries, non-exhaust vehicular emissions and from coal
based combustion sources [52-53, 267-268]. A number of metal industries (alloy industry, steel
plant, and iron ore industry) present near the Jogannapalem and Parawada sites (as shown in Fig.
3.1a.) could be the most probable source of these metals.
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Table 4.10a. Element to element correlations observed at Jogannapalem site
J

Al

Ca2+

Cr

Cu

Ni

Pb

Mn

Zn

V

Fe

F-

As

Al

1.0

Ca2+

0.8

1.0

Cr

0.3

0.3

1.0

Cu

0.2

0.2

0.4

1.0

Ni

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.3

1.0

Pb

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.5

1.0

Mn

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.6

1.0

Zn

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.8

0.5

1.0

V

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.9

0.4

0.4

0.4

1.0

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.4

0.2

1.0

Cl-

NO3-

Fe

0.8

0.8

0.3

As

0.4

0.4

0.7

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.3

1.0

-

0.0

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.3

1.0

0.4

0.5

0.3

0.4

1.0

F

-

SO42-

K+

Na+

1.0

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.3

NO3

-

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

SO42-

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.4

1.0

1.0

0.2

0.2

0.3

-0.1

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.5

1.0

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

1.0

0.4

0.4

0.2

1.0

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.3

0.9

Cl

K

+

Na

2+
2+

Mg

Mg2+

1.0

Table 4.10b. Element to element correlations observed at Parawada site
P
Al
Ca2+
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Mn
Zn
V
Fe
As
FClNO3SO42+
K
Na

2+
2+

Mg

Cd

Ca2+

Cr

Cu

Ni

Pb

Mn

Zn

V

Fe

As

F-

Cl-

NO3-

SO42-

1.0
0.1
0.3
0.3
-0.1
-0.1
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.4

1.0
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.3
-0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.5

1.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
-0.1
-0.1
0.4
0.4

1.0
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.5

1.0
0.6
0.2
0.2
-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1

1.0
0.2
0.2
-0.2
-0.1
-0.3
0.2
0.1
0.01

1.0
0.4
0.3
0.7
0.0
-0.1
0.6
0.6

1.0
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.4

1.0
0.5
0.3
-0.1
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.2
-0.3
0.4
0.5

1.0
0.0
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
0.9

1.0

0.8

0.7

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.2

0.0

0.6

0.6

-0.2

-0.0

0.3

-0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

-0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.3

0.0

0.9

-0.1

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.7
0.5

0.6
0.5

0.3
0.1

0.4

0.4
0.3

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.7
0.5

0.3
0.3

0.5
0.4

0.6
0.4

0.2
0.1

0.0
-0.2

0.6
0.4

0.6
0.4

0.8
0.5

0.0
-0.0

Al
1.0
0.7
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.0
-0.1
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.3
-0.2
0.4
0.4

0.5
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K+

Na+

Mg2+

Cd

1.0
1.0
0.5

1.0

Table 4.10c. Element to element correlations observed at Trombay site
T
Na+
Mg2+
Al
Si
S
ClK+
Ca2+
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn
Pb
As

Na+

Mg2+

Al

Si

S

Cl

K+

Ca2+

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Ni

Cu

Zn

Pb

As

1.0
0.8
0.2
0.2
-0.2
1.0
-0.2
0.2
0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
0.2
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.0
-0.2

1.0
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.8
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
-0.2
-0.1
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.1

1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.9
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.3

1.0
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.9
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3

1.0
-0.2
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.8

1.0
-0.1
0.2
0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
0.2
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.0
-0.1

1.0
0.3
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.7

1.0
0.8
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2

1.0
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.9
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5

1.0
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.5

1.0
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.5

1.0
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.5

1.0
0.8
0.9
0.5

1.0
0.8
0.4

1.0
0.5

1.0

BC

-0.2

-0.1

0.3

0.3

0.6

-0.2

0.6

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.8

4.2. Chemical speciation of Arsenic in PM10 at study sites
The present PM sampling locations are near to thermal power plant as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Coal fly ash released from coal combustion sources are reported to be the major source of As in
PM [266]. The As observed in collected PM couldo be contributed from coal combustion
sources. Arsenic is one of the most toxic elements that has a wide range of concentration in PM
and can exist in different oxidation states. The toxicity of As is entirely dependent on the
oxidation state of As. Hence, it is important to know the oxidation state of Arsenic in PM. Many
analytical techniques such as ion chromatography, voltammetry and some hyphenated techniques
viz. HPCL-AAS/AAF, IC-AAS, etc. were used by many authors for the chemical speciation of
As in PM. Despite the variety of sensitive analytical techniques for trace element determination,
atomic absorption spectrometry is still the method of choice for routine determination of large
number of elements. Atomic absorption spectrometry with hydride generation allows easy and
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BC

1.0

sensitive determination of arsenic in different forms. The key concept behind the chemical
speciation of As was that, As+5 converts to its volatile hydride at low pH range (pH <2) only,
whereas As+3 can be converted to its volatile form even at high pH value (about pH 4-5) also. In
the present study, this key concept was used for the As chemical speciation. For this purpose, the
reducing agent (NaBH4) concentration and the acidic solution strength needed to carry out the
Arsenic speciation were optimized.

The reducing agent concentration was prepared by weighing known amount of NaBH4
into double distilled water and small quantity of NaOH was also added to above mixture. In this
way, different NaBH4 solutions with concentration in the range from 0.05 to 2% (W/V) were
prepared. A known amount of As+5 standard was added to the blank solution of filter paper and
analysis was carried out using high concentration of citric acid (400 mM). The corresponding
absorbance was measured at each NaBH4 concentration. The results of this study are presented in
Fig. 4.7, which indicate that at 0.6% of NaBH4 concentration maximum absorbance was
observed. Hence, in the present study 0.6% of NaBH4 was chosen as an optimum concentration
for As+3 reduction.

In the next step, As+3 analysis (that was spiked in filter blank sample) was carried out by
varying the concentration of citric acid from 5 to 400 millimolar and fixing the NaBH4
concentration at 0.6% (W/V). The results of the study are given in Fig. 4.8. It can be observed
from Fig. 4.8. that, as the citric acid concentration increases the absorbance increases and reaches
maximum at 50 millimolar citric acid concentration.
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Fig.4.9. Variation of absorbance with respect to the reducing agent concentration

Using optimized parameters, recovery test was carried out by spiking the filter blank
solutions with different concentrations of As+3 and As+5. These spiked solutions were analyzed
for As species. The results of recovery study are presented in Table 4.12. A minimum of 92%
recovery was observed for both the species at optimized conditions. After recovery test, some
field samples collected from Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites were analyzed for
As+3 and As+5 concentration levels using optimized parameters. The results of the speciation
study are summerized in Table 4.13. From results, it can be observed that As is majorly present
in As+5 form in PM at all the study sites.
Presence of As predominantly in As+5 form indicates that, it might be contributed from
some combustion sources, where As+3 also gets converted to As+5. The As+5 species is less toxic,
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it is about 20 times less toxic than As+3 [269, 270]. Since, As concentration is lower than NAAQ
standard, we can say air quality is good with respect to Arsenic air pollution.

Fig.4.10 Variation of absorbance with respect to the citric acid concentration

Table 4.11. As+3 and As+5 recovery test using optimized parameters
S.No.

Spiked
concentration

Species

Reaction
medium

Observed
concentration

% recovery

10 ppb

As+3

Citric cid

9.8

98.0

2

20 ppb

As+3

Citric cid

20.48

102.4

3

30 ppb

As+3

Citric cid

29.48

98.3

4

10ppb each

As+3&As+5

Citric cid

9.7

97.0

5

10ppb each

As+3&As+5

HCl

18.46

92.3

1
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Table 4.12. As+3 and As+5 concentrations observed at study sites during entire study period
Jogannapalem

Parawada

Trombay

As+3

As+5 As total As+3

As+5

As total

As+3

As+5

As total

Min.

0.3

1.5

1.8

0.2

2.4

2.6

0.2

1.6

1.9

Max.

1.0

4.9

5.9

2.4

9.7

12.1

1.1

4.6

5.2

Avg.

0.6

3.1

3.7

1.3

6.0

7.3

0.5

2.9

3.4

4.3. Conclusions
It can be concluded from this chapter that, mean PM10 concentrations at all study sites
were exceeded the CPCB annual standards. The highest PM10 concentrations were observed
during November, January and December months with mean monthly concentration values of
109.7 µg/m3, 137.3 µg/m3 and 182.2 µg/m3 at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites
respectively. Least concentrations were observed during August at all sampling sites. Chemical
characterization of collected PM indicates that Al has the highest mass concentration at
Jogannapalem and Parawada sites, whereas BC has the highest contribution to PM10 at Trombay.
Among different chemical species Al (6.2% and 5.1%) has the highest percentage mass
contribution to PM10 at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. At Trombay site, BC has the highest
percentage mass contribution (4.4%) which was followed by Si (4.3%) and Al (3.3%).

Seasonal variation observed to have strong influence on elemental concentrations. Most
of the chemical species observed to have highest concentration during winter season and least
concentration during monsoon season. Highest concentration observed during winter season
could be due to the temperature inversion effect and low wind speed which leads to the
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accumulation of emitted pollutants. A good correlation with a correlation coefficient > 0.8 was
observed between few set of chemical species indicating their emission from similar or same
source. This chapter also discussed the chemical speciation results of As in PM at study sites. It
was observed that As majorly exists in As+5 form at all study sites.

Chapter 5
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Source Identification and apportionment using different
receptor models
As a preliminary step to source identification, crustal enrichment factor analysis was
carried out for the analyzed chemical species. For the, source apportionment of collected PM10
samples, receptor models such as PMF and PCFA are used in the present study. Some
experimental results were provided at the end of this chapter for the verification of receptor
model results.

5.1. Enrichment factor
The crustal enrichment factor method gives an idea about the relative contributions of
anthropogenic vs. crustal sources to trace elements bound to PM. The crustal enrichment factors
(EFs) were evaluated for different elements in PM10 using an average re-suspended background
soil composition determined in the studied areas. Silicon, Al, or Fe is generally used as the
reference elements because they are abundant in soils; other elements such as Sr, Ti or Mn have
also been used [271, 272]. In the present study, EF was calculated using Al as reference element
for all the study sites using equation given below.

Where, X and Al are respectively the element and the reference element concentrations in
the air particulate matter and soil.
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The calculated EFs of different chemical species observed at Jogannapalem, Parawada
and Trombay sites are given in Fig.5.1. In the present study, elements with EF values near unity
are assumed to have originated from crustal erosion. Since the trace element’s concentrations can
have some degree of uncertainty due to the natural variations of the earth crust, EF values lower
than 5 are assumed as crustal contribution [273]. Whereas, chemical species having EF greater
than 5 can be regarded as the contribution from both natural as well as from anthropogenic
sources [274]. EF values ranging from 10-100 are considered to be purely contributed from
anthropogenic sources and elements with EF values greater than 100 indicates intense
contribution from anthopogenic sources at study area.

Fig.5.1a. Crustal enrichment factor of different chemical species at Jogannapalem
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Fig.5.1b. Crustal enrichment factor of different elemental species at Parawada

Fig.5.1c. Crustal enrichment factor of different elemental species at Trombay
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In the present study, EF values lower than 6 was observed for Ca and Fe at Jogannapalem
and for Mn and Fe at Parawada site, whereas at Trombay site, Ti and Fe were found to have EF
<6 in PM10. This indicates that these elements are originated from crustal material (e.g., soil and
re-suspended dust). Mg2+ at Jogannapalem, K+ and Ca2+ at Parawada and Ca2+ at Trombay site
were found to have EF between 6 and 10, indicating that these could be contributed from both
natural and anthropogenic sources. Moderate enrichment (with EF>10) was observed for Ni, Cr,
Cu, K, Na+, V, Mn, F-, Pb and As at Jogannapalem (as shown in Fig. 5.1a), and for Na+, Ni, Cr,
V and Cu at Parawada site. A moderate enrichment was observed for Mg2+, Mn, K+, Cr, Na+, As,
Cu and Ni at the Trombay site. Most of the metals have higher EF values at Trombay site as
compared to other sampling sites except for Cr at Parawada and Mn at Jogannapalem.

Chemical species such as Zn, Cl-, NO3- and SO42- at Jogannapalem site and F-, Pb, As,
Cd, Zn, Cl-, NO3- and SO42- at Parawada site and Zn, Pb, V, Cl- and S at Trombay were found to
be highly enriched (with EF > 100) in PM10, indicating that they are immensely originating from
anthropogenic sources. Mobile sources (such as vehicular emissions) and industrial activities
could be the major anthropogenic sources of the enriched elements in PM [149, 275-276].

As discussed above, EF gives information about the nature and strength of contributing
source to PM. More reliable source identification and apportionment can be carried out using
receptor models. The following section elaborated the use of receptor models such as PMF and
PCFA for source identification and apportionment of collected PM.
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5.2. Source apportionment of PM collected at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites
using PMF model
In the present study, source apportionment was performed using EPA PMF v5 software.
Version 5 provides a flexible modeling approach that permits the imposition of constraints and
utilizing data from multiple sites. A total of 19 chemical species viz. F-, Cl-, NO3-, SO42-, Na,
Mg2+, K+, Al, Ca2+,V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni, Zn, As, Cd and Pb were considered for the PMF study
at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. Whereas at Trombay site, 18 species viz. Na+, Mg2+, K+,
Cl-, Al, Ca2+, V, S, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ti, Cu, Ni, Zn, As, BC and Pb were considered for the PMF
analyses. All the species included in the matrix are qualified as “strong” (signal to noise: S/N >
2).
In the current study, a range of PMF solutions were examined with different number of
factors (varied from 3 to 9) and base runs (varied from 20 to 100). In each case, the model was
run in the robust mode with number of repeat runs to insure the model least-squares solution
representing a global rather than local minimum. In PMF analysis, the rotational FPEAK
variable was held at the default value of 0.0. The number of base runs equal to 35 was selected
(based on number of trails) for PMF analysis and the run with the minimum Q value was chosen
as the base run solution. The number of factor solutions was varied from 3 to 9 as discussed
above (with 35 base runs) and PMF factor profiles were examined for each pre-selected factor
numbers. In the case of 3 and 4 factor solutions, no meaningful sources were identified as there
was a mixing of most of the trace/marker elements. But, 6 factors solution (at Jogannapalem and
Trombay) and 7 factors solution (at Parawada) was observed to have factor profiles that are
interpretable in terms of the nature of the sources in the study area and for their known physical
meaning. Again, beyond 7 factors solution, the sources were observed to split further leading to
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no meaningful conclusions. Hence, the 6 and 7 factors solution was taken as the meaningful
PMF result for the present study. The sources were identified and named based on the
appearance and percentage contribution of marker elements in particular factor profile.

Jogannapalem and Parawada locations commonly contributed by five PM sources viz.
crustal material, sea salt spray, coal combustion, fuel oil combustion and metal industry. The
other sources include biomass burning at Jogannapalem; road traffic and secondary aerosols at
Parawada. At Trombay site six sources were identified which includes crustal material, sea salt
spray, coal/biomass combustion, fuel oil combustion, road traffic and metal industry. Figs. 5.2a,
b, c shows the factor profiles observed in the PMF model at Jogannapalem, Parawada and
Trombay sampling sites respectively. In figures, the red dot indicates the percentage contribution
and the bar indicates the concentration of a species. PMF factor profile observed at each study
sites are discussed in detail in the following section.
Elemental profiles of factor 1 at Jogannapalem site and factor 3 at Parawada site were
predominantly contributed by As, Cr and Zn. The percentage explained variations (EV) of As, Cr
and Zn was found to be 75%, 52%, 23% and 69%, 40%, 51% at Jogannapalem and Parawada
site respectively. At Trombay site, factor 1 was dominantly contributed from As (69.8%), S
(72.7%), K (71%), and BC (59.2%) with a minor contribution from Pb (18%). Literature study
indicate that arsenic (As) is one of the important tracer of coal fired power plant emissions [286]
and S, Cr, Zn are also typical for combustion of coal sources [52-53, 298]. Hence these factors
were named as coal combustion source. Coal combustion sources near Parawada and Trombay
site might have contributed to these metals observed in PM. Additionally, the contribution of K
and BC was observed in the factor profiles of Trombay site. These are considered to be the
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important marker elements for biomass burning activities [39, 278]. There are many slum areas
near the Trombay sampling site where the biomass burning is a common activity for heating and
cooking purpose. Hence, the factor 1 at Trombay site was named as coal/biomass combustion
source in the present study.

Fig.5.2a. PMF factor profiles observed at Jogannapalem site
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Fig.5.2b. PMF factor profiles observed at Parawada site
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Fig.5.2c. PMF factor profiles observed at Trombay site

Enhanced percentage EV of Cl-, Na+ and Mg2+ was observed in factor 2 at Jogannapalem
and Trombay sites and factor 4 at Parawada was dominantly contributed by Na+ and Cl-. In the
present study, the percentage EV of Cl- was observed in the range of 52 to 79.7% and that of Na+
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in the range of 49 to 79.3%. Similarly, the EV of Mg was found in the range of 62.6 to 88.5% at
Jogannapalem and Trombay sites respectively. Many studies from all over the world have
identified the particle bound Na+, Cl- and Mg2+ as the contribution of sea salt spray [152, 157].
Hence, these factors were named as “sea salt spray”. Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea present near
the sampling sites could have contributed to these species in PM10. A good correlation (R2>0.85)
observed between Na+ and Cl- at all the sites with Cl- to Na+ ratio close to the actual sea salt
ratio, further supports the PMF model results. At Jogannapalem site, low percentage contribution
of SO42- and NO-3 was also observed in sea salt spray source; similar observation was made by
Aldabe et al. (2011) [152]. This could be due to higher ss-SO42- contribution to PM10 at
Jogannapalem site as compared to other study site as discussed above.
Factor 3 at Jogannapalem site was dominated by K, F- and a minor contribution of SO42-,
NO3-, was also observed. Various authors [50, 51] indicated the contribution of K from biomass
burnings. Observed contribution of SO42- and NO3- in this factor could be due to the wood
combustion been carried out for heating and cooking purposes at the sampling site [279]. Metals
observed in this factor might be contributed from the miscellaneous sources, which may include
the industrial emission and coal combustion sources. Similar observation was made by Hang and
Oanh [51].
Factor 4 at Jogannapalem and Trombay sites and factor 1 at Parawada were characterized
by high EV values for the major metals such as Al, Ca and Fe. The observed EV values for Al,
Ca and Fe are 68%, 77.7% and 65.4% at Jogannapalem, 48%, 68.2% and 45.2% at Parawada
sites, and 88.7%, 89.4% and 88.8% at Trombay site. In addition to Al, Ca and Fe, the factors at
Jogannapalem and Parawada sites were also contributed by other metals; this could be due to the
presence of these chemical components in soil dust due to the contamination from nearby
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industrial activities. Aldabe et al. (2011) [152] also reported the presence of other metals in
crustal material. At Trombay site, Si and Ti were also present in factor 4 with EV values 88.7%
and 84.2% of Trombay site. Observed good correlation between these set of elements indicates
that, these metals could be emitted from identical or same source. The major source of these
metals at the sampling sites could be re-suspension of regional dust and hence named this factor
as crustal source.
In the present study, Ca to Al ratio was found to be 0.58, 0.73 and 0.70 at Jogannapalem,
Parawada and Trombay sites respectively. Slightly higher ratios (than the reference ratio value of
0.44 in soils) observed at study sites could be due to the additional contribution of Ca from
anthropogenic sources such as construction activities near these sampling sites or thermal power
plants fly ash which is highly enriched with Ca [280]. Many researchers [45, 115,156, 278, 281]
have also identified these clusters of metals as the contribution from the crustal material. The
crustal material particles make up the largest fraction of global aerosol mass in the atmosphere
and can be suspended in the air medium by wind, mechanical disturbance of soil [44, 45].
At all the sampling sites, the elemental profile of factor 5 was dominantly contributed by
the V and Ni. The EV values were found in the range of 65.2% to 75% and 71% to 76.5% for V
and Ni respectively. Typical emission of these metals could be from fuel oil combustion sources
such as shipping emissions, emissions from crude oil refineries and industrial power plants that
use heavy oil [48, 139, 143]. Hence these factors are named as fuel oil combustion sources. A
characteristic value of V/Ni ratio between 2.5 and 3.5–4.0 is considered typical for ships
emissions [282]. Lower ratios (approaching 0.5) are typically found in diesel combustion
particles [283]. In the present study, V/Ni ratio was observed in the range from 0.11 to 2.98, 0.11
to 3.44 and from 0.34 to 5.67 with a mean value of 0.71, 0.76 and 2.05 at Jogannapalem,
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Parawada and Trombay sites respectively. These metals might be contributed from petroleum
industries present near the study sites. Ship emission is also one of the major sources of V and Ni
[284]. Since all the sampling sites are near to one of the leading ports in India, the possibility of
ship emissions to PM can’t be neglected.
Highest concentrations of Mn, Zn and Pb were observed in the factor profiles of factor 6
at Jogannapalem and factor 2 at Parawada. Additionally, Cu and Cr were observed in factor
profiles of Jogannapalem and Parawada sites respectively. Factor 6 at Trombay site was
predominantly contributed from Cr and Mn with 80% and 65.6% of EV values. Many previous
studies [48-49, 285] identified the presence of these metals as the contribution from metal
manufacturing and metal processing industries. Hence, in the present study these factors were
named

as

“metal

industries”.

The

soil

samples

collected

around

various

metal

processing/production industries at Visakhapatnam were also observed to have enriched
concentrations of Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr and Cu [286], which further supports the model results.
Predominant concentrations of Cu, Cd and Zn were observed in factor 6 at Parawada site.
Similarly, factor 3 at Trombay site has the highest concentrations of Cu, Zn and Pb with a minor
contribution from BC. This factor was identified as road/vehicular traffic, as the dust originated
from combustion of lubricating oil, tire wear and motor brake abrasion contains Pb, Cd and Zn
[48, 158, 287]. In other studies, it was concluded that Cu was derived especially from brake
linings [85, 288] and Zn from lubrication oil/tyre, whereas metal wear particles from Cd bearing
alloys are also emitted. Liu et al., (2015) [158] indicated that BC was the main constituent in soot
released from gasoline and diesel powered vehicles. Mumbai being metropolitan city has the
highest usage of personal vehicles for transportation and witness heavy traffic jams every day.
Similarly, Parawada site was also affected by vehicular moment but very less as compared to the
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Trombay site. Thus, this source was named as road traffic. This source was not observed at
Jogannapalem site as it is rural residential area with negligible vehicular movement. Vehicular
emissions are a major source of PM and research indicates that they contribute 10 to 80% to PM
in cities across India [115].
Factor 7 at Parawada was found to have the highest loadings of F-, SO42- and NO3-. These
marker species were identified as the secondary aerosol component in many source
apportionments studies performed [156]. The origin of SO42- and NO3- could be from the
oxidation of SO2 and NO2 emitted by combustion processes [51]. Airborne Fluoride (F-) mostly
emitted in gaseous form from anthropogenic sources, but at sampling site, we observed F- in
particulate form; this could be due to the gas to particle conversion phenomena.
The percentage contribution of observed sources to PM10 at Jogannapalem, Parawada and
Trombay sites are presented in Fig. 5.3. At Jogannapalem site, the highest contribution to PM10
was observed from biomass burning (35%) and the least contribution was observed from fuel oil
combustion (1.5%). At Parawada, the highest contribution to PM10 was observed from coal
combustion (22.6%) followed by crustal source (22.5%) and the least contribution was observed
from fuel oil combustion source (3.5%). Similar to Parawada site, Trombay site was observed to
have the highest contribution from coal/biomass combustion (21.7%) followed by crustal
material (20.7%) and the least contribution was observed from metal industry source.
Among all the identified sources, crustal material source contribution was observed to be
highest at Jogannapalem and the least contribution of this source was observed at Trombay site.
The higher contribution of crustal material at Jogannapalem could be due to the usage of
unpaved roads for transportation. Similarly, biomass burning was also found to have the highest
contribution at Jogannapalem site. As mentioned earlier, the public in and around Jogannapalem
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site are mostly dependent on wood/wood char coal/cow dung burnings for cooking and heating
purposes. Also, the agricultural waste burning events are quite common at Jogannapalem leading
to the highest contribution of biomass burning source. In contrary, sea salt spray contribution
was observed to be higher at Trombay site as compared to Jogannapalem and Parawada sites.
Coal combustion and metal industry sources have their highest contribution at Parawada site
followed by Trombay and Jogannapalem. The close proximity of thermal power plant and
various major, minor metal industries to Parawada sampling site might be the reason for
observed highest contribution these sources at Parawada.

Fig.5.3. Percentage contribution of sources observed at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay
sites.
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The other anthropogenic sources such as fuel oil combustion and road transport were
having their highest contribution at Trombay site followed by Parawada and the least
contribution of these sources was observed at Jogannapalem site. Oil combustion sources such as
ship emissions, oil refineries and oil fired power plants are close to the Trombay sampling site as
shown in Fig. 3.1b. The Trombay sampling site is close to many high traffic jam areas which
might be the reason for observed highest road traffic source contribution.
Table 5.1 gives the percentage mass contribution of various sources to PM10 reported in
different countries. From table 5.1 it can be said that the source contributions observed in the
present study are in comparable range with those reported from all over the world.

Table 5.1. Percentage contribution of various sources to PM10 reported in different countries
Sources

Spain

Mexico

Taiwan

Saudi

Turkey

Delhi

China

Greece

Arabia
Crustal

35

-

44

64

12

20.7

10

33

SSS

17

-

-

9

3

4.4

-

8

CC

-

-

25

-

30

-

-

13

FOC

-

18

23

18

17.4

16

-

-

-

-

-

14.3

11

19

BB
Road traffic

-

17

8

-

16

17.0

-

12

Metal industry

-

6

-

-

-

4.5

6

-

Secondary

-

10

-

-

-

21.7

-

-

Rural

Rural

Rural

Suburban

Suburban

urban

urban

urban

[152]

[252]

[149]

[253]

[139]

[153]

[163]

[289]

aerosols
Location type

*crustal+sulfate contribution; SSS= sea salt spray; cc=coal combustion; BB=biomass burning;
FOC= fuel oil combustion
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5.3. Experimental verification of PMF source profile
In the present study, multiple numbers of soil samples were collected around major
industries (viz. steel plant (SP), TPP (thermal power plant), PR (petroleum refineries), Ore
industry (AO), Alloy industry (AI), southern biotech industry (SB), Granite industry (GI) and
road dust (CR)), around Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sampling sites to verify the PMF
source profiles experimentally. The soil samples are collected from locations as close as possible
to industry with an assumption that the surrounding soil at a given industry is majorly contains
signature elements of that particular industry. Collected multiple numbers of samples at a given
industry were mixed properly to get a representative sample of the industry. The soil samples
were dried and sieved to collect particles of size < 75 µm in size. The representative samples of
each industry were then made a thin pellet and analyzed in EDXRF for major and trace metals
such as Mg2+, Al, K+, Ca2+, V, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni, Zn, As, Br, and Pb. The elemental profiles
of each soil samples collected at different industrial location of Visakhapatnam and Trombay site
are presented in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5.
Chemical profiles of soil collected at PR site show that Fe, Al, Ca2+ and K+ were
predominant species among major elements. As far as the trace metals are concerned, PR site
soil was highly enriched with V and Ni as compared to other industrial sites. Usually, V and Ni
are considered to be the marker species for fuel oil combustion [290-291] and can be present in
high concentrations. Similar observations have also been reported by Yatkin and Bayram (2008)
[139]. A high correlation between V and Ni was observed in PM collected at Jogannapalem and
Parawada site, suggests that these metals might be contributed from similar or identical sources.
In PMF factor profiles also these metals are grouped in same factor and named as “fuel oil
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combustion” source. Observed high concentrations of V and Ni at PR site supports the PMF
factor profile results found for Fuel oil combustion source at study sites.

Fig.5.4a. Major metals concentration distribution in soil samples collected at different industries
of Visakhapatnam

Fig 5.4b. Trace metals concentration distribution in soil samples collected at different industries
of Visakhapatnam
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In the present study, chemical profiles were developed for soil samples collected from
TPP (2,000 MW). Prominent species in these profiles were also found to be crustal elements viz.
Al, Fe, K+, Ca2+, Ti and Mg2+. Similar trend was reported by US EPA in SPECIATE for coal
fired power plant [292]. Geological component (Al) is the potential marker of soil dust and coal
combustion fly ash [293]. Trace elements such as Cr, Zn, Ni, Cu and Pb were found to be highly
enriched in samples collected at TPP. Also Arsenic, which is often used as a marker element for
coal-fired power plant emissions [294] was also present in higher concentrations in this soil as
compared to other samples collected. Similarly, the soil sample collected around thermal power
plant near Trombay site was observed to have high concentration As, S and K. Similar elemental
profiles were observed in the source apportionment studies of particulate matter (PM) collected
at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites, which confirms the contribution of coal
combustion source to collected PM.
Elemental profiles of soil samples collected around different metal industries (Steel plant,
Iron ore industry, Alloy Industry) near Jogannapalem and Parawada sites were observed to have
high concentration of major elements such as Fe, Al, K, Ca, Mn. Whereas, among trace metals
Zn, Cr and Pb were dominating followed by Ni, Cu and Br. Interestingly, Mn has the highest
concentration at these metal industries as compared to other industrial sites such as PR, TPP, GI
and biotech industry. The observed elemental profiles of soil samples collected at metal
industrial sites are similar to the PMF profiles of factor 6 at Jogannapalem, and Trombay; and
factor 2 Parawada sites. This supports the observed PMF model results for metal industrial
sources at study sites. The soil samples collected at Traffic junctions near Trombay site are
enriched with Zn, Cr, Pb, Ni and V. Elevated concentration of Ti in road dust samples (as shown
in Fig. 5.5a) might be linked to the emission of alkali metal titanates from disk brake pads, brake
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drumlinings and other friction applications [295]. Similar elemental profiles are observed in
factor 3 for Trombay site which supports the PMF result.

Fig.5.5a. Major metals concentration distribution in soil samples collected at different industries
at Trombay

Fig.5.5b. Trace metals concentration distribution in soil samples collected at different industries
in Trombay
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5.4. Source apportionment of PM using another receptor model – A comparative analysis
study
Source apportionment of PM10 collected at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites was also
carried out using another receptor model viz. PCFA (Principal Component Factor Analysis) for
comparison purpose.
In the present study, source identification was carried out by taking into account the
concentrations of 19 chemical species analyzed in the PM samples. The number of factors
having Eigen values greater than 0.5 [161] was chosen for explaining the maximum variance.
The sources are identified and named based on the presence of marker elements with high
loadings in a given factor. The factor loading matrix after varimax rotation for both the sites is
shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3. Predominantly, six and seven number of sources contributions was
identified, explaining 86% and 89% of total variance at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites
respectively.
As shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3, Factor 1 at Jogannapalem and factor 3 at Parawada site
was observed to have high loadings of Pb, Mn and Zn. Additionally, Cu has high loading on
Factor 1 at Jogannapalem. These set of elements could have originated from metal
manufacturing industries present around the sampling sites as shown in Fig. 3.1. Many authors
[48, 296] identified these cluster of metals as industries contribution, hence named the factors as
industrial source. This factor explained 43.1 % and 11.0 % of total variance at Jogannapalem and
Parawada sites respectively.
Highest loadings of Na+, Cl- and Mg2+ were observed in factor 2 of Jogannapalem and
Parawada sites. One of the major sources of these species at study location could be sea salt
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spray. This factor explained about 11.4 % and 19.1 % of variance in PM10 at Jogannapalem and
Parawada sites respectively.
Table 5.2. Factor loading matrix for PM10 at Jogannapalem

Al
Ca
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Mn
Zn
V
Fe
As
F
Cl
NO3SO42K
Na
Mg
Eigenvalue
Probable
source

F1
0.11

F2
0.02

F3
0.92

F4
0.15

F5
0.04

F6
0.10

0.14

0.15

0.89

0.13

0.14

0.10

0.25

0.29

0.12

0.22

0.29

0.79

0.82

0.17

0.05

0.02

0.23

0.03

0.19

0.07

0.08

0.11

0.92

0.25

0.87

0.13

0.13

0.16

0.09

0.19

0.89

0.14

0.15

0.10

0.17

0.09

0.83

0.15

0.18

0.11

0.03

0.23

0.22

0.10

0.18

0.13

0.91

0.17

0.16

0.12

0.90

0.05

0.10

0.05

0.28

0.21

0.18

0.21

0.26

0.79

0.00

0.19

0.05

0.74

0.00

0.35

0.17

0.92

0.11

0.11

0.08

0.17

0.46

0.16

0.24

0.68

0.32

-0.09

0.44

0.22

0.20

0.71

0.32

-0.09

0.02

0.07

0.08

0.86

0.02

0.17

0.18

0.95

0.09

0.12

0.05

0.13

0.18

0.88

0.11

0.19

0.09

0.11

7.8

2.1

1.9

1.7

1.4

0.9

Industrial

Sea salt
spray

Soil dust

Biomass
burning

Fuel oil
combustion

Coal
combustion
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Table 5.3. Factor loading matrix for PM10 at Parawada
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

Al

0.88

-0.06

0.14

0.15

0.05

0.22

0.11

Ca2+

0.86

0.06

0.13

0.18

0.04

0.12

0.14

Cr

0.08

0.22

0.31

0.12

0.86

0.08

0.22

Cu

0.25

-0.04

0.18

0.19

0.07

0.90

0.09

Ni

0.21

0.17

0.25

0.10

0.17

0.11

0.87

Pb

0.09

0.17

0.88

0.02

0.27

0.11

0.17

Mn

0.00

0.19

0.82

-0.07

0.31

0.20

0.19

Zn

0.10

0.02

0.92

0.03

0.04

0.12

0.10

V

0.33

0.11

0.19

0.10

0.13

0.09

0.87

Fe

0.82

0.03

-0.07

0.21

-0.13

0.06

0.20

As

0.08

0.13

0.25

0.17

0.90

0.04

0.09

F-

0.10

0.00

0.03

0.89

-0.04

0.15

0.00

Cl-

-0.02

0.92

0.09

-0.05

0.17

0.01

0.15

NO3-

0.42

-0.12

-0.02

0.75

0.29

0.13

0.15

SO42-

0.43

-0.02

-0.03

0.76

0.30

0.15

0.15

K+

0.84

0.06

0.07

0.13

0.25

0.17

0.11

Na+

0.01

0.95

0.10

-0.09

0.13

-0.05

0.05

Mg2+

0.07

0.91

0.11

0.06

0.01

-0.01

0.06

Cd

0.24

-0.02

0.20

0.18

0.04

0.91

0.10

1.0
Road
traffic

0.8
Fuel oil
combustion

Eigenvalue
Probable
source

6.8
Soil
dust

3.6
2.1
1.5
1.2
Sea salt
Secondary
Coal
Industrial
spray
aerosols combustion

Factor 3 at Jogannapalem and factor 1 at Parawada site was observed to have the highest
loadings of Al, Fe and Ca explaining 10.7 % and 35.9% of total variance. These elements could
be contributed from the generic ‘soil dust’ source which is a very common source in India. These
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particles can be lofted into the air by winds on unpaved roads, agricultural tilling and by vehicles
on roadways. Usage of unpaved roads for transportation and agricultural tilling activity in and
around the sampling locations might be contributing to these metals.
The highest loadings of K, F-, SO42- and NO3- were observed in Factor 4 of Jogannapalem
site. Potassium is believed to be an important marker element for biomass burning activity [297].
SO42- and NO3- observed in this factor could also be contributed from biomass burning activities
[279, 298] near the sampling site. These species could have contributed from biomass burning
activity at Jogannapalem. This factor explains 9.2% of observed variance in PM10 at
Jogannapalem site.
Factor 4 at Parawada site was predominantly contributed from SO42-, NO3- and Fexplaining second largest fraction (20.3 %) of total variance. This set of species are identified as
secondary particles by many authors [45, 164], hence named this factor as secondary aerosol
source. The precise allocation of possible sources of these secondary particles is difficult; hence,
complementary information on the meteorological conditions as well as spatio temporal analysis
of the pollutants is required for this purpose [299].
Ni and V were having the highest loadings in Factor 5 and Factor 7 of Jogannapalem and
Parawada sites respectively. These metals are considered to be the major marker elements for the
residual fuel oil combustion by many researchers globally [45, 90]. This source explains about
7.7 % and 4.2 % of total variance at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites respectively.
Factor 6 at Jogannapalem site and factor 5 at Parawada were dominated by As and Cr
explaining 5.2 % and 6.6 % of the total variance. These metals are assumed to be the important
marker elements for the coal combustion sources [52, 296]. Coal combustion sources near
Parawada might have contributed to these metals observed in PM.
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The highest loadings of Cu and Cd were observed in factor 6 explaining 4.2 % of total
variance at Parawada site. These set of elements are often associated with traffic emissions,
either vehicular exhaust emissions or non-engine combustion sources, such as tyres and clutch
wear [48, 300]. Hence, Factor 6 was named as road traffic source. This source is not observed at
Jogannapalem site, as there was no much vehicular moment near this sampling site.

PCFA-MLR
Since, the PCFA results are based on normalized data, the true zero for each factor score
should be calculated as follows.

Absolute Principal Component Scores (APCS) were derived based on the PCFA factor scores
according to the method described in detail by Thurston and Spengler, 1985 [233]. Finally,
regression was used to derive the source contributions.

In the present study, the above discussed procedure was adopted to derive the PM
sources contribution to PM10 at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites. The PCFA-MLR results are
presented in Table 5.4 along with PMF source contribution results for comparision purpose.

It was observed that the contribution of most of the sources estimated using PCFA-MLR
is less as compared to the corresponding percentage contribution estimated in PMF receptor
model. Also, the unexplained portion estimated using PCFA-MLR was found to be higher than
that observed using PMF model.
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Table 5.4 Percentage contributions of identified sources to PM calculated using PMF and PCFAMLR
Sources
crustal material
sea salt
coal combustion
Fuel oil
combustion
Industrial
biomass burning
Unknown

Jogannapalem
PMF
PCFA
22.5%
17.5%
9.7%
10.0%
14.0%
7.8%
1.5%
5.1%

3.1%
6.5%

35.0%
12.2%

26.7%
28.4%

Sources
crustal material
sea salt
coal combustion
Fuel oil
combustion
Industrial
secondary
aerosol
road traffic
Unknown

Parawada
PMF
PCFA
22.5% 23.4%
5.5%
2.8%
22.6% 12.9%
3.5%
7.8%

3.3%
7.0%

12.9%
14.0%
11.2%

7.3%
13.1%
30.2%

5.5. Conclusions
This chapter majorly focuses on the source identification and apportionment of collected
PM. As a preliminary step crustal EF of all chemical species associated with PM was estimated.
Results indicate that Al, Fe Ca, Si and Ti were originated from natural source and rest of all
chemical species was originated from anthropogenic sources. In the next step, PMF model was
used for the source identification and apportionment. PMF identified the contribution of six
sources at Jogannapalem and Trombay site, whereas Parawada site was observed to be
contributed from seven sources. Among identified sources, biomass burning activity has the
highest contribution at Jogannapalem and coal combustion source has the highest contribution at
Parawada and Trombay sites. Least PM contribution was observed from fuel oil combustion
source at Jogannapalem and Parawada sites; metal industrial emissions observed to have least
contribution to PM at Trombay site. PM sources identified using PMF model were confirmed
using source profiling technique. Source apportionment was also carried out using PCFA-MLR
along with PMF for comparison purpose.
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Chapter 6
Summery and Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the results and conclusion of the present study. The summery
and few major conclusions drawn from the study are given below.
Summary
Particulate matter air pollution is one of the major problems causing adverse effects on
environment as well as on human health. There are large numbers of PM studies in India that are
carried out majorly at urban residential and industrial locations. Very limited information is
available on PM pollution at existing and new DAE sites. This is the main motivation to carry
out the present study at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites, India. A long term study
needs to be carried out to estimate representative PM pollution levels for the study sites. Hence,
the current study was carried out for two consecutive years (2010 and 2011). The summary of
the important findings of the present work described in chapters 4 and 5 are discussed here.
In chapter 4, PM10 daily concentrations as well as temporal and seasonal variations were
summarized for each study location. The highest PM10 concentrations were observed during
winter season and least concentrations during monsoon season at all sites. Similar seasonal
trends are reported by many authors [260, 262]. Observed daily and annual mean concentrations
are higher than the daily and annual Indian National Ambient Air Quality standards [246].
Different analytical techniques viz. AAS, ICP-AES, IC, smoke stain reflectormeter and EDXRF
were used for the chemical analysis of PM. This chapter also summarizes the chemical species
(Si, Al, Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni, Zn, Pb, As, Cl-, NO3-, SO42- and BC)
concentrations associated with collected PM at Jogannapalem, Parawada and Trombay sites.
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Summary of inter comparison of chemical species concentrations observed at study sites
indicates that the concentration of Al, Fe and Ca2+ are highest at Jogannapalem site, whereas the
concentration of Cl-, Na+ and Mg2+ are highest at Trombay site. The highest concentration of BC
was found at Trombay site and the least at Parawada site. Very high BC concentrations are
observed at Trombay site on few sampling days of winter season. HYSPLIT model was used to
determine the possibility of contribution from long range transport of BC at the sampling site.
Model results indicate the contribution of long range transport to BC concentration in addition to
the local sources.
The annual mean concentrations of elements such as Pb, As and Cd were found to be
well within the NAAQS [246], whereas the concentration of Ni at Trombay site was exceeded
the annual limit. Seasonal variation of chemical species concentration was studied for all the
study sites. Element to element correlation study indicates that chemical species such as Cl--Na,
Al-Si-Fe-Ca, V-Ni, etc. found to have good correlation with a correlation coefficient >0.8,
suggesting that these set of species could have contributed from same or similar sources. This
chapter also provided the chemical speciation analysis results of As associated with PM. Results
indicate that Parawada site has the highest As concentration and Jogannapalem site has the least
As concentration. This speciation study indicates that As in PM majorly exists in As+5 form.
Chapter 5 majorly discusses the different approaches followed for the source
identification and apportionment of collected PM. As a preliminary step for the source
identification, crustal enrichment factor analysis was carried out for all elements analyzed in PM.
EF value greater than 5 was chosen to distinguish the contribution of natural and anthropogenic
source contributions [274]. Calculated crustal EF values indicate that Fe, Al, Si and Ca could be
contributed from natural sources, whereas all the other chemical specie’s EF values indicate their
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anthropogenic source contribution. EF results gave limited information about the PM sources.
Hence, in the next step, PMF receptor model technique was applied to concentration data matrix
obtained at all locations and apportioned the PM mass to different observed sources. PMF model
identified the contribution of six major sources at Jogannapalem and Trombay, whereas seven
major sources contribution to PM was observed at Parawada site. The present study sites are
contributed commonly by five PM sources viz. crustal material, sea salt spray, fuel coil
combustion, coal combustion and metal industry source. Biomass burning contribution was
majorly observed at Jogannapalem site and at Trombay site this source contribution was
identified in combination with coal combustion source. Road traffic source was not observed at
Jogannapalem as the site is far away from vehicular movement area; whereas contribution of this
source was identified majorly at Trombay site and Parawada site. Secondary aerosol source
contribution was observed only at Parawada site.

An attempt was made to confirm the PM sources identified using receptor model
technique. For this purpose, multiple numbers of soil samples were collected from each industry
and at heavy traffic areas near the sampling sites. Collected soil samples were analyzed for the
concentration levels of different elements of interest. Later the developed soil elemental profiles
were compared with the elemental profiles observed in the PMF receptor model. It was found
that the soil elemental profiles observed at coal combustion source, fuel oil combustion source,
metal industry and traffic emission source are matched with the elemental profiles observed
through receptor model. Source apportionment of PM10 using another receptor model (PCFA)
was also carried out for comparison purpose.
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Conclusions
From results it can be concluded that the study sites are polluted with respect to PM with
an annual mean PM10 concentrations exceeding the Indian annual NAAQS. Trombay being urban
area had comparatively higher PM pollution as compared to other study sites. Among different
seasons, winter was highly polluted with PM and monsoon has low pollution levels. Chemical
characterization of PM10 suggests that trace metals (such as Cr, As, Ni, V, Pb, Zn, etc.) are
majorly contributed from industries nearby the sampling locations. Crustal EF values of these
metla support this observation. Annul mean concentrations of toxic metals (As, Cd, Pb and Ni)
were found be well within the CPCB limits at study sites (except Ni at Trombay) indicating a
good air quality with respect to toxic metals. Arsenic chemical speciation analysis results
conclude that As exists mostly in As+5 form.
The present study reported that biomass burning is the predominant source contributing
to PM at Jogannapalem. Whereas, the PM collected at Parawada and Trombay sites has
predominant contribution from coal combustion source. Road traffic emission source has the
highest contribution to PM at Trombay followed by Parawada site. In the present study, the
contribution of anthropogenic sources was found to be higher than the natural sources at all the
study sites. The present study results can be useful in creating awareness in the public in and
around Jogannapalem about the disadvantages of using traditional cooking methods. The present
study results also indicate that PMF is more efficient technique for the source identification and
apportionment as compared to PCFA receptor model.
Limitations of the present study
The present study discussed about the seasonal variations of PM10 and associated chemical
species concentration levels at all study sites. The study does not take into account the effect of
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meteorological conditions on the PM and associated chemical species. Also, the organic matter
content of PM was also not studied in the present study.
Future perspectives
The PM and associated chemical species concentrations can vary depending upon season. The
meteorological parameters such as temperature, wind speed, wind direction and humidity have a
wide range of values depending upon season. These parameters strongly influence the PM and
associated chemical species concentrations. Also, having metal’s chemical speciation data is
important as it will be helpful in the risk calculations. Hence, the study on effect of
meteorological parameters on PM and chemical speciation of metals was chosen as an extension
to the present work.
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